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Sammanfattning	
Autonoma fordon på allmänna vägar blir verklighet och genom kooperativ funktionalitet 
öppnas nya möjligheter för att hitta säkrare och effektivare trafiklösningar än dagens förare har 
möjlighet till men för att tillåta dessa system måste de kunna bevisas säkra.  

Denna avhandling fokuserar på säkerhetsanalys av kooperativ körning och människa/maskin-
interaktion i autonoma fordon. Forskningen bygger på en fallstudie av KTH:s deltagande i en 
tävling där autonoma kooperativa fordon kör i tre verklighetsinspirerade trafiksituationer 
(GCDC 2016). Funktionssäkerheten hos den kooperativa körnings-funktionaliteten bedöms 
med hjälp av den nya metoden Systems Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) vilket resulterade 
i ett antal säkerhetsbegränsningar på systemnivå.  

Analysen visade att utveckling i HMI-relaterade aspekter saknades och modulen som 
analyserats krävde fortsatt arbete. Under denna utveckling införs visuella aspekter, nya 
förarcentrerade risker i form av förvirring kring föraransvar och orättvisa övergångar samt en 
strategi för säker övergång mellan autonoma och manuella tillstånd. Den vidareutvecklade 
modulen, som resulterade i nya interaktions-möjligheter mellan förare och fordon, analyserades 
och STPA jämfördes med en ny metod utvecklad för säker läges-växling i autonoma fordon för 
att identifiera och kvantifiera HMI-relaterade risker. Resultaten visade att oavsiktlig inmatning 
eller felaktiga inmatningar från föraren innebar störst hot för förvirring, dvs risken för att 
antingen både fordon och förare eller ingen av dem tror sig ha ansvar för framfarten av fordonet. 
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Abstract	
Autonomous vehicles occupying public roads are becoming a reality, and the addition of 
cooperative functionality open up new possibilities to ensure safer and more efficient traffic 
solutions than today’s manual drivers ever could. However, in order to implement these 
systems, they need to be proven safe.  

This thesis focuses on cooperative driving and the human-machine interaction of autonomous 
vehicles in order to provide safety analyses. The research is based on a case study of KTH’s 
participation in the 2016 GCDC competition for autonomous cooperative vehicles, where their 
performance in three real-life inspired traffic situations was measured. The functional safety of 
the necessary added cooperative driving functionality is assessed using the, in the automotive 
industry relatively new, method of Systems Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) resulting in a 
number of system level safety constraints.  

The analysis concluded a lacking development in HMI-related aspects, and the item under 
analysis is enhanced in all driver-vehicle interaction aspects. This development introduces a 
direction for visual aspects and two new driver-centric hazards of mode confusion and unfair 
transitions, risking the vehicle being left uncontrolled or thought to be controlled by both 
autonomous systems and the driver simultaneously. A suggested input sequence to ensure a 
safe transition between autonomous and manual states is also included. The enhanced item, 
resulting in new possibilities of driver-vehicle interaction, was then analysed; comparing STPA 
with a new method introduced for safe mode switching in autonomous vehicles to identify HMI-
related hazards. The results concluded accidental input or faulty inputs from the driver as the 
main threat towards mode confusion. These would often be caused by malfunctioning controls 
for mode transition or faulty indications on the dashboard. 	  
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Terms	and	Abbreviations	

Functional safety The safety concerned with changes in the environment, hardware failure, correct 
input response and likely errors caused by the operator of a system. 

RCV Research concept vehicle 

GCDC Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge 

V2I Vehicle to infrastructure communication 

V2V Vehicle-to-vehicle communication 

V2X Vehicle-to-infrastructure and vehicle-to-vehicle communication 

ITRL Integrated Transport Research Lab 

V-ITS-S Vehicle Intelligent Transport Systems Station 

E/E Electrical and/or electronic 

ISO26262 The international standard on functional safety of automotive E/E systems. 

STPA Systems Theoretic Process Analysis 

STAMP Systems Theoretic Accident Model and Processes 

FMEA Failure Mode and Effects Analysis 

HAZOP Hazard and Operability study 

NHTSA National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 

HMI Human Machine Interface 

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

SAE Society of Automotive Engineers 

MD Manual Driver 

AD Autonomous Driver 
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1 Introduction	
Combining automated vehicles with the ability for these vehicles to communicate with each 
other and the traffic infrastructure around them opens up new possibilities for increasing traffic 
safety and traffic flow as well as lowering emissions and fuel consumption. The functionality 
of autonomous driving enables the car to sense its surroundings and, to various degrees, handle 
traffic situations without input from a human driver. Through advancements in technology, 
autonomous vehicles are now a reality. Combining the vehicle's sensing their environment and 
capability of split-second decision making compared to a human driver they could reduce traffic 
accidents significantly since it is estimated that 94% are caused by human error (the top three 
types being recognition, decision and performance errors) [1]. 

Creating a safer traffic environment is the goal, but this first requires safe systems in place to 
perform the drivers' tasks. Cooperative driving utilises “Vehicle-To-Vehicle” (V2V) and 
“Vehicle-To-Infrastructure” (V2I) communication. The focus of the thesis will be on analysing 
the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) of a self-driving car operating in three specific 
cooperative driving scenarios from a safety perspective. The cooperative functionality enables 
one's vehicle to take part in and share relevant information picked up from all other vehicles as 
well as traffic infrastructure expands the possibilities of autonomous driving further. This 
functionality allows the vehicle to process information from farther away than its sensors could 
on their own, allowing information about congestions or accidents ahead as well as keeping 
track of surrounding vehicles and their intentions allowing for, i.e. rerouting or speed 
adaptation. Cooperative driving could through these methods increase traffic safety and lower 
emissions through the vehicles and infrastructure's ability to plan and maintain a more efficient 
flow of traffic in congested areas.  

The first chapter of the thesis, following the introduction and prestudy, focuses on the analysis 
of the cooperative driving module implemented in two vehicles that participated in the 2016 
Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge (GCDC) competition. The first vehicle was KTH's 
Research Concept Vehicle (RCV), a vehicle developed at The Royal Institute of Technology in 
Stockholm, to be used as a platform for implementation and demonstration of current research 
in sustainable transport systems, and a truck provided by Scania. A safety analysis was 
performed on the cooperative driving module added to the vehicles in the scope of the GCDC 
competition. The analysis includes a hazard analysis resulting in a number of system safety 
constraints (SCs) as well as an Automotive Safety Integrity Level (ASIL) assignment of these 
constraints. Those SCs that were deemed crucial are further analysed, revealing specific 
scenarios and causal factors that could lead to hazardous situations and in turn accidents.   

The analysis will then be extended further towards more specific human-machine interaction 
aspects seeing that the leap from a driver always actively operating the vehicle to, ultimately, a 
completely autonomous vehicle requires a rework of its control system. Even though there are 
great possibilities of increased safety through self-driving technology, the way an autonomous 
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vehicle should be operated in an environment of human drivers is a relatively new field of 
research. 

The results from the GCDC case study revealed essential aspects of the HMI which required 
further development; physical controls, a clear distinction between operating modes and a way 
of transitioning between them unlikely to be performed by accident. The second part of the 
thesis will then investigate the analysed cooperative vehicle towards safe driver-vehicle 
interaction to map possible mode transitions and the actions or events that trigger them in each 
scenario as well as proposing a safe sequence to be used by the driver when switching between 
states. The continued HMI work also pointed to two new hazards in the form of mode confusion 
and unfair transitions seeing that the most dangerous scenarios are when there is a conflict 
between the driver and the vehicle about who is or should be in control. These new control 
actions, both driver-to-vehicle (physical control inputs) and vehicle-to-driver (information 
presented as signals on the dashboard and audible warnings) are analysed from a safety 
perspective using both STPA and a new method explicitly developed for ensuring safe mode 
transitions in autonomous vehicles [6]. This second method identifies each combination of 
driver input, current state and hardware failure as either safe or unsafe. The analysis results in 
several possibly hazardous scenarios allowing future work to be focused on these specific areas 
and presents a comparison between the two methods of analysis used in this specific context. 
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1.1 Background	

The second edition of the Grand Cooperative Driving Challenge (GCDC) [1] was held in May 
2016. This thesis will use KTH’s participation in the GCDC competition as a case study for 
safety analysis and development of an HMI in cooperative and autonomous driving. At KTH, 
a Cooperative Driving Module was designed and implemented in two vehicles, responsible for 
handling ego vehicle control and communication with other participating vehicles and 
infrastructure in the competition. Since the automation of propulsion functionality is highly 
safety critical, a thorough safety analysis was a requirement for participation and was conducted 
prior to competition [2].  

The analysis was performed using Systems-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) [3]. STPA is a 
relatively new technique for hazard analysis based on systems theory (proposed in 2012). It is 
not yet as widespread in the automotive industry as, for example, hazard and operability 
analysis (HAZOP) or failure modes and effect analysis (FMEA) [4].  What sets STPA apart 
from other more traditional methods, such as HAZOP, is that although ultimately sharing the 
same goals it is not based on reliability theory. This method allows the inclusion of accidents 
caused by an interaction between non-failing components stemming from, i.e. design flaws. 
These types of accidents are becoming increasingly more important as the increase in 
complexity-levels in systems today, compared to some circa 50 years ago when the traditional 
methods were developed, are significant. These levels of complexity make STPA a suitable 
technique for modern systems [3]. 

1.1.1 Grand	Cooperative	Driving	Challenge	
The GCDC is organised by the i-GAME research project and looks to speed up real-life 
implementation of cooperative driving which in turn could optimise traffic flow, reduce 
emissions and increase safety. The GCDC events are organized to introduce students to the area 
of autonomous driving and allow for the development of what is one of the necessary next steps 
for autonomous vehicles; cooperative driving. The “Vehicle-To-Vehicle” (V2V) and “Vehicle-
To-Infrastructure” (V2I) communication utilise the work being done in Cooperative Intelligent 
Transport Systems (C-ITS) which is developed by the European Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI) [7]. The abbreviation V2X is from here on used when referencing 
both V2V and V2I communication. The competition has been held once before, in 2011, where 
only one scenario was performed, entitled “Cooperative Highway Platooning”. In 2016 the 
competition included three scenarios, two of them are judged in the competition, and one is for 
demonstration purposes only; 

1. The first judged scenario is titled “Cooperation on Highway” and starts with two 
platoons of vehicles in different lanes when they receive a broadcasted message 
informing the vehicles of an obstruction in the form of a construction site in one of the 
lanes up ahead. Negotiation between vehicles is now required in order to create a single 
platoon in the free lane before the obstruction. This merge is to be performed with intact 
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comfort and safety of all passengers and without any unnecessary loss of speed. Platoon 
top speed is set at 45 km/h. 

2. The second judged scenario is titled “Cooperative Intersection” and involves three 
vehicles from different directions approaching a T-crossing. The vehicles broadcast 
their intentions and automatically negotiate their priorities to enable a crossing of the 
intersection safely and with minimum loss of speed. Vehicles’ top speed in the 
intersection scenario is set at 30 km/h. 

3. The third scenario is titled “Emergency vehicle” and is intended only as a 
demonstration. The scenario takes place on a crowded road where an emergency vehicle 
approaches, informing all the vehicles ahead how to cooperate in order to ensure its free 
passage. 

The motivation behind the scenarios chosen for the competition is that they encourage the 
participating university teams to utilize varying technology and resources to complete the tasks 
as well as all being often occurring real-life traffic situations. 
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1.1.2 Research	Concept	Vehicle	
One of the vehicles in which the cooperative driving module was implemented is referred to as 
the Research Concept Vehicle (RCV). The RCV, shown in Figure 1.1 , is a drive-by-wire 
electric vehicle developed at the Integrated Transport Research Lab (ITRL) at KTH Royal 
Institute of Technology. The iteration used for the GCDC competition was built in 2014 to 
validate and demonstrate current and future research. Based on the concept of “autonomous 
corner modules”; each wheel has built-in electric hub motors with additional actuators to enable 
tilt and yaw. The addition of a computer and a battery to control each module results in a 
completely electric drive train. In order to comply with GCDC communication standards, the 
RCV was fitted with a Vehicle Intelligent Transport Systems Station (V-ITS-S). 

 

Figure 1.1: KTH’s Research Concept Vehicle 
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1.2 Purpose	

The three research questions which the work presented in this thesis aims to answer are the 
following; 

1. How can the functional safety of the cooperative driving module be assessed using the 
STPA method? 

The functional safety of the cooperative driving module, which was implemented in the RCV 
for the GCDC competition, is analysed using STPA in chapter 3; “GCDC Cooperative Driving 
Module Analysis”. However, only the part of the analysis related to HMI is presented 
thoroughly. 

2. How can system modes, driving mode switching and safety-related HMI aspects be 
identified using the STPA method? 

Chapter 4; “HMI enhancement for safety”, defines the system modes, a method for the driver 
to perform mode switching and visual HMI aspects. Chapter 5; “HMI Safety analyses”, then 
presents the analysis performed using the STPA method as well as a second method developed 
to ensure safe driving mode switching for comparison. 

3. How can the system modes, driving mode switching and safety-related HMI aspects of 
the cooperative functionality be presented to the driver? 

Chapter 4 defines which information, and how this information, should be presented to the 
driver based on the prestudy overview of current guidelines for automotive HMI in section 2.4  
“Current HMI Guidelines”. 
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1.3 Assumptions	and	Delimitations	

The following assumptions and limitations were used in order to set a manageable scope on the 
safety analysis. Some of them stem the rules of the GCDC competition, and some were decided 
upon by KTH’s GCDC team during the safety workshops; 

Chapter 3: GCDC Cooperative Driving Module Analysis 

1. The case study is to include only the cooperative driving module, defined in the item 
definition. 

2. Only consider the three scenarios defined by the GCDC competition rules. 

3. Limit safety analysis to accidents possibly harmful to driver and co-driver. 

4. Assume other participating vehicles’ V2X communication as correct. 

5. Ignore the co-driver’s ability to control the vehicle. 

Chapter 4: HMI enhancement for safety 

6. Limit to take into consideration the conclusions drawn from GCDC safety analysis. 

Chapter 5: HMI Safety analyses 

7. The analysis is performed only on driver-related control actions of the cooperative 
driving module. 

8. Only the directly driver-related hazards of mode confusion and unfair transitions are 
considered (See page 61). 

9. Only consider the three scenarios defined by the GCDC competition rules (See page 3). 
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1.4 Methodology	

The research presented in this thesis is based on a case study of KTH's participation in the 2016 
GCDC competition for autonomous cooperative vehicles operating in three real-life inspired 
traffic situations. Seeing as autonomous driving on any higher level than advanced driver-
assistance systems (ADAS) parking assistance or highway platooning have so far only been 
introduced in a few vehicles on the market today there has been little time for the driving masses 
to get an opportunity to try a car with the ability of utilizing any level of automation. It is 
therefore essential that the HMI's of the autonomous vehicles are intuitive and does not affect 
the driver in any way that could prove hazardous. That is why this thesis aims to, through safety 
analyses of the HMI in an autonomous vehicle; present a safe approach to certain important 
HMI aspects. 

The thesis is divided into three main parts; the initial safety analysis performed before KTH's 
participation in the GCDC competition followed by the further development of the vehicle's 
HMI based on the conclusions derived from the GCDC study. The final section will present a 
more thorough result of two safety analysis methods to identify hazardous situations in the 
merge scenario (See page 3). 

Case	Study	-	GCDC	Cooperative	Driving	Module	Safety	Analysis	

While studying the STPA method and the architecture of the cooperative driving module to be 
analysed, some questions were raised surrounding the architecture. After an iterative process in 
collaboration with the GCDC team, the cooperative driving module's system architecture was 
decided upon and was then to undergo the safety analysis. The safety analysis was performed 
in the context of the GCDC competition looking only at the three specific scenarios that were 
to be performed.  

Throughout the STPA process, workshops were held together with the team working on 
developing the required self-driving and cooperative functionality of the RCV to ensure the 
best possible results. Three workshops involving the team were held at certain critical parts of 
the STPA process. The first workshop presented the method to the team and gave them an 
introduction to accidents and hazards and how they were to be used later in the analysis. The 
second workshop focused on what should be defined and an accident which is essential for 
deciding the scope of the analysis. With this definition in place began the work to identify the 
hazards that could lead to such an accident. This hazard analysis was done thoroughly, together 
with the entire team, to lay the foundation for a valuable analysis and the upcoming work to be 
performed in the STPA process. After having completed the first step of the STPA process, the 
third and final workshop was held. It took place over a full day and focused on identifying the 
causal scenarios for those potentially unsafe situations found in work performed after defining 
the hazards of the system. This causal analysis is the second step of the STPA process. The 
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analysis was performed on both the RCV and the Scania truck to enable a comparison between 
them, the main difference being the lack of automatic lateral control in the truck. 

The results of both steps of the analysis were forwarded to the team developing the system to 
be mitigated, along with our conclusions and recommendations. Since each finding in terms of 
constraints and causal analysis results was tied to a specific control loop/controller the work of 
mitigating potentially unsafe points of the system was divided among the team and supervised 
by the project leader, who has been involved in all steps of the analysis. The complete GCDC 
safety report was delivered to the competition organisers in March 2016. However, only the 
results related to the HMI is presented in this thesis. 

With the analysis completed, presented in Chapter 3 “GCDC Cooperative Driving Module 
Analysis”, the work instead shifted focus toward HMI in a self-driving vehicle as a part of a 
cooperative driving environment. 

HMI-related	Item	Definition	Enhancement	

Chapter 4 deals with the aspects related to the vehicle's HMI that were not prioritised during 
the early stages of development leading up to the GCDC competition. These weaknesses in 
HMI design became apparent during the safety analysis and indicated that the HMI needed 
further development in order to be analysed in a way relevant to a real-world implementation.  

The conclusions of the GCDC case study and the results of the prestudy were taken into account 
when continuing the work of providing a safe sequence for performing a mode transition and 
mapping the possible mode transitions and conditions for transitioning between states. HMI 
design, visual aspects, attempts in warning the driver and an attempt at a worst-case scenario 
of an unresponsive driver were investigated resulting in a more developed driver-vehicle HMI 
which in turn allowed for more inclusive safety analysis. This more extensive analysis includes 
two additional hazards in the analysis that were previously not included but are essential to 
HMI-related safety. 

HMI	Safety	Analysis	

Given the extended item providing new driver-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-driver interaction 
together with an overview of all states and possible ways of transitioning between them, a 
second hazard analysis was performed based on the now further defined vehicle HMI. The 
extended analysis results are presented in Chapter 7. This time two different methods of analysis 
were used; STPA Step 1 was compared to a new method previously used to analyse a self-
driving vehicle’s HMI and ensure safe transitions.  
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Quality	Assurance	

The STPA method was studied and then taught to the entire RCV development team involved 
in the safety analysis prior to the workshops where the actual steps of the analysis were 
performed. This to ensure that the team avoided thinking in terms of causality from the 
beginning and followed the STPA process. After the GCDC safety analysis was conducted and 
accepted by the organizers of the competition, the RCV development continued with the 
recommendations from safety analysis results. KTH’s participation in the competition resulted 
in a third place overall. 

Regarding the discussed enhancement and suggested implementation of the HMI; the currently 
available industry guideline documents on automotive HMI safety were studied. This work was 
intended to root out the core principles that would also be applicable to autonomous vehicles 
and implement them as well as possible 

A paper was written after the initial GCDC analysis, which applied STPA to automotive safety 
analysis, was submitted to, accepted by and presented at the 11th IEEE International 
Symposium on Industrial Embedded Systems (SIES 2016). Also, the second method used in 
Chapter 5.2, the Safe Transition Method [6], where it and its results are also compared to those 
of STPA, was awarded best paper at The Ninth International Conference on Dependability 
(DEPEND 2016).  
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1.5 Ethics	and	Sustainability	

The quality of safety analysis results depended on the team working with developing the self-
driving and cooperative functionality of the vehicles, the cooperative driving module that was 
analysed. Since it was a requirement from the GCDC organisers that a hazard analysis and a 
causal analysis was performed to be allowed participation in the competition this raises a 
question of whether the team could withhold certain information or thoughts in order to promote 
a safer looking result of the analysis than what the reality might be. This concern is especially 
important during the second step of the analysis, the causal analysis, where the most technical 
expertise of the system being analysed is required, and it is more difficult for the safety team to 
recognise this type of behaviour. Of course, this could also, in the end, have proven harmful to 
all drivers and co-drivers participating in the competition. 

The technology itself surrounding cooperative autonomous vehicles also raises the question of 
safety for the driver and their passengers being left in the hands of the vehicle's control system. 
How this will be accepted among the everyday users remains to be seen. Since this technology 
could provide safer traffic situations by seeing fewer manual drivers on the road in the future, 
it is essential that the everyday driver trusts the technology to do its job. 

The human-machine interaction in an autonomous vehicle needs to be researched thoroughly, 
motivating why a particular type of solution should prove the easiest to understand and operate. 
Although, the most significant change in the way people operate their vehicles will be 
introduced when autonomous vehicles start entering the market on a larger scale. These HMI 
systems need to feel as intuitive as possible for the safety of each individual getting behind the 
wheel. Each accident, especially close to the introduction of fully autonomous vehicles, would 
cause significant problems for the industry if people begin doubting or become unsure when 
operating the vehicles.  

Autonomous and cooperative driving should significantly decrease the chances of accidents 
occurring, although this technology also introduces another problem for the designers of these 
systems. The ethical thought experiment of the “trolley problem” involves an unstoppable train 
running along tracks where, if it continues, will hit several people on the tracks. However, one 
can change the train's trajectory leading it down another set of tracks where only a single person 
would be hit by the train. The addition of cooperative functionality introduces possibilities of 
using all cooperative vehicles' and traffic infrastructure in the areas sensory information in 
making these types of decisions. This problem, very seldom a reality among manual drivers, 
does have to be addressed in advance as part of the software in an autonomous vehicle. One 
recent publication suggests an approach to completely disarming the trolley problem in 
autonomous vehicles by constantly assessing each vehicle's own capacity to react to its current 
surroundings safely and therefore never end up in a situation where this would occur [24]. 

One of the great benefits from the real-life implementation of autonomous cooperative vehicles 
is that it enables lower fuel consumptions and emissions by enabling a more efficient flow of 
traffic. Events like the GCDC competition provides an opportunity for research into the areas 
of cooperative and autonomous driving, providing data in the form of competition results and 
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V2X communication logs to be analysed. It also encourages involvement from participating 
universities, motivating them to get involved in the areas pushing the research further. 

An important aspect of the HMI is not to confuse the person behind the wheel. This confusion 
could risk unfair transitions that would in turn unnecessarily affect the current flow of traffic 
when signalling surrounding vehicles that a manual driver is taking over, forcing them to adapt 
to the vehicle's now unpredictable behaviour. Tachet exemplifies the possibilities of the 
intersection efficiency potential when using this new technology, Santi, Sobolevsky, Reyes-
Castro, Frazzoli, et al. [25] in a similar situation as the T-intersection scenario that was tested 
in GCDC. Adding just one manual driver to this type of intersection could prove both dangerous 
and lower the efficiency, possibly causing congestion and disrupting traffic flow.  
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1.6 Report	Outline	

This thesis is, following the introduction chapter, structured as follows;  

Chapter 2’s prestudy presents current research and standards in the area of automated 
driving and vehicle HMI.  

Chapter 3 explains the work performed during the GCDC safety analysis of the 
cooperative/autonomous functionality of participating vehicles and presents the results and 
conclusions related to HMI.  

Chapter 4 then addresses the issues raised around HMI in the GCDC analysis through 
further development of the HMI, analysing and introducing a suggestion for safe mode 
switching as well as defines system modes and conditions for mode transitions.  

Chapter 5 introduces more extensive safety analyses related only to HMI, using two 
separate methods and comparing results as well as the methods themselves.  

Chapter 6 discusses the results from chapters 3-5, comparing the outcome of the GCDC 
analysis with the final HMI analysis, and gives the author’s reflections of the process as well 
as presenting conclusions and recommendations for future work.  

The bulk of the implementation and results from thesis work is presented in chapters 3-6. The 
report workflow is summarised in Figure 1.2 below. 

 
Figure 1.2: Overview of thesis workflow 
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2 Prestudy	
The following section presents the current state-of-the-art in thesis related areas such as 
automotive safety, the STPA method, autonomous driving and a look at the current 
documentation available on HMI guidelines for cars. 

2.1 Automotive	Safety	and	STPA	

In the automotive industry safety is, of course, a big concern. The international standard on 
functional safety, meaning the safety concerned with changes in the environment, hardware 
failure, correct input response and errors likely caused by the operator of a system, of 
automotive electrical and electronic (E/E) systems used is called ISO26262 and was defined in 
2011 [8]. The standard provides a safety life cycle to be implemented on all E/E systems 
intended for use in production automobiles, from an item definition through hazard and safety 
analysis to requirement generation and architectural component development and validation. 

 
Figure 2.1: The "Road vehicles - Functional safety", or ISO26262, safety life cycle (Kuglermaag) 
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The safety life cycle is split into three phases; the concept phase, the product development phase 
and an after start of production phase. An overview of the complete ISO26262 functional safety 
life cycle is shown in Figure 2.1, of which this thesis only will be concerned with the concept 
phase which is described in detail in part 3 of ISO26262 [9]. The “item” is a specific term and 
is defined by the ISO26262 standard as “a system or array of systems to implement a function 
at the vehicle level, to which ISO 26262 is applied” [8]. No specific methods for performing 
the hazard and safety analyses are recommended in the standard, which means that several 
different methods can be used as long as their outcome fit with the requirements in the safety 
lifecycle. 

 
Figure 2.2: An overview and comparison of the HAZOP, FMEA and STPA analysis methods within the ISO26262 

safety life cycle 

Although each team competing in the GCDC were free to choose any suitable method, two are 
suggested in the GCDC safety requirements [10] as techniques to utilize for safety analysis of 
the participating vehicles. The ones suggested were the, in the automotive industry well 
established, FMEA and HAZOP methods originating from the 1950s and 1960s. Nancy G. 
Leveson developed a new two-step method comparable to performing a HAZOP for the hazard 
analysis and an FMEA for the causal/safety analysis and presented in her book “Engineering a 
Safer World” [1]. A comparison between the methods within the concept phase of the 
ISO26262 life cycle is presented in Figure 2.2. 
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The STPA method, originating from 2012, relies on systems theory to discover potential unsafe 
control actions (UCAs) in a system and has less of a component-based focus compared to the 
more traditional methods HAZOP/FMEA which are based on reliability theory. This method 
allows for the inclusion of accidents caused by an interaction between non-failing components 
stemming from, e.g. design flaws. These types of accidents are becoming increasingly more 
important as the levels of complexity in systems today continue to increase. STPA has been 
shown to identify the same causes as the more traditional techniques but is also able to find 
additional causes, often connected to parts of the system including modern technology. On the 
other hand, HAZOP and FMEA have been around for decades, which means less guidance is 
often needed for a team to get started with the methods and the usage of the methods are well 
documented [8]. 

The STPA method is a top-down approach based on an accident causality model called 
Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and Process (STAMP).  Leveson (2012) concludes that 
STAMP is in turn based on a system thinking approach, treating accidents as control problems 
to ensure SCs through controlling the behaviour of the system as a whole [1]. According to 
Leveson STAMP “does not lend itself to a simple graphic representation of accident causality” 
as more traditional methods often do. An attempt of a graphical representation of STAMP is 
shown in Figure 2.3. The figure shows a safety control structure suffering from inadequate 
enforcement of safety constraints, which inadequate control of the process could lead to a 
hazard. 

 

Figure 2.3: An attempt at a graphic representation of the STAMP accident causality model (Leveson)  
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Therefore, a safety analysis starts with the construction of a STAMP model of the system.  First, 
accidents and hazards need to be defined for the system. The terms accidents and hazards are 
defined by the following descriptions, as defined by Nancy Leveson: 

• “An accident is an unplanned and undesired loss event.” 

• “A hazard is a system state or set of conditions that together with a worst-case set of 
environmental conditions, will lead to an accident (loss).” 

Once the hazards are defined, they are converted into high-level Safety Constraints (SCs). Since 
STAMP is based in systems engineering, safety with STPA is considered a controllability 
problem, rather than a failure investigation. The next step in creating the STAMP model is to 
define the control structures and control actions. A control system can be thought of as 
components acting on processes through some actuators or signals and receiving feedback 
through sensors. These need to be defined. The components executing the control actions are 
called controllers. The systems they are controlling are called controlled processes, and the 
information which the controllers use to make the decisions is part of the so-called process 
models. The signal sent from the controllers is called control actions. If these actions could lead 
to a hazard, they are considered unsafe. 

The first step in STPA, once the STAMP model is created, is to identify all of the Unsafe 
Control Actions (UCAs). This is done by figuring out if a situation exists where that could lead 
to a hazard if either; a control action is applied, a control action is not applied, a control action 
is applied too late/too early/in the wrong order or if a control action is applied for too long/not 
long enough. After the first step is completed, the second step in the STPA process is to analyse 
each of the discovered UCAs found to figure out their potential causes. The results are then 
converted into safety requirements and constraints on the system. 

An approach to safety analysis was presented by the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) was in 2015 [4] showing the use of multiple methods in the industry, 
utilising both HAZOP/FMEA and SPTA in order to acquire a more comprehensive list of 
hazards and causal factors. In a comparative evaluation of different techniques run by the 
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) on a real nuclear power plant STPA, compared to 
among others HAZOP and FMEA, was the only method that was able to find a scenario 
matching an actual accident that had occurred at the plant, an accident that the analysts were 
not aware of [11]. This result was achieved due to the nature of the accident being that it arose 
without failures but instead a combination of misbehaviours in software. 
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2.2 Levels	of	Automation	

The term “autonomous vehicles” often lead people to think of entirely self-driving cars capable 
of managing any traffic situation a human driver can be required to handle. However, there are 
several levels of automation which the industry is climbing, the highest of which is the only 
one fulfilling most people’s expectations and enabling the driver to hand over all driving tasks 
to the vehicle completely. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and SAE 
International, formerly Society of Automotive Engineers, provides two of the most common 
definitions of vehicle automation levels.  

SAE International’s J3016 lists six levels of vehicle automation (0-5) where 0-2 are categorised 
as levels where the human driver monitors the driving environment and levels 3-5 where 
automated driving systems monitors the driving environment to different extents [12]. SAE 
categorises the vehicles that participated in the GCDC 2016 competition as Level 1 (“Driver 
Assistance”) and Level 2 (“Partial Automation”) [12][13]. Another scale of automation level, 
defined by NHTSA, lists five levels of vehicle automation (0-4). On this scale, the participating 
vehicles are ranked as Level 1 (“Function-Specific Automation”) and Level 2 (“Combined 
Function Automation”) [14]. Both levels specify that the driver is ultimately responsible for the 
safe operation of the vehicle and monitoring of the environment and that the driver should be 
able to act in a sufficiently short period of time to avoid an accident when a hazardous situation 
appears [12][14]. The lowest level on both scales is defined as “No Automation” where the 
driver controls all vehicle manoeuvres and the highest level being “Full automation” where the 
driving system is performing all the driver’s regular tasks. The GCDC documents define the 
two levels of competing vehicles as vehicles without automatic lateral control as Level 1 and 
vehicles with automatic lateral control as Level 2 [13].  
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2.3 Driver	as	a	Threat	

The safety aspects of the HMI differ between the two levels of automation since one requires 
the driver always to keep their hands on the steering wheel and one does not. This difference 
could affect the alertness of the driver significantly, increasing the reaction speed of drivers 
when having to take control of the vehicle when the system fails or when a hazardous situation 
appears.  

A study conducted by SAE concluded a delayed reaction of up to 0.9 seconds, 50% more than 
in an ordinary situation when participants were presented with an unexpected situation and not 
holding on to the steering wheel compared to holding on to the steering wheel [15]. This delay 
would suggest earlier warnings and perhaps lower safety thresholds for the system when 
operating a level 2 vehicle than a level 1 vehicle. In the SAE study, the alertness levels were 
considered significant when faced with a situation requiring a mode switch from autonomous 
to manual driving. The participants’ level of alertness was determined through biological 
measurements and compared to video examination of the driver’s face [15]. Where the EEG 
(Electroencephalography) and heart rate monitoring used in [15] has a stronger base of evidence 
as predictors of drowsiness and sleep, these could prove to be too intrusive which would reduce 
usability [16]. There are methods of real-time driver monitoring via video, observing the drivers 
facial expressions already installed in several auto companies top of the line vehicles [14][17].  

The AWAKE project, which is explained further in [20], concluded the driver status as a key 
factor together with actual traffic risk of a situation and weather conditions. These methods 
could be implemented to warn the HMI or adapt the warnings given by the system to the driver 
to reflect their level of alertness accurately. In a review of the current state of driver monitoring 
systems [17] the authors divide driver inattention into the two categories distraction and fatigue. 
Not causing distractions to the driver via the HMI is one of the main points considered in several 
guidelines, which will be explained further in the following section.  

There are several substantial challenges to overcome in these systems, the main one being 
robust operation during all lighting conditions [16][17]. The review in [17] performed in June 
2011 concluded that the technologies available were not suitable for real-life implementation 
since the authors claim scientific methods and results of their performance cannot be provided 
for the products. This area of research is of continued interest, however, and both entirely video-
based [18] as well as experiments using the since 2011 introduced technology of smartwatches 
[19] has yielded good results in detecting alertness in drivers. An integrated system being able 
to quantify driver alertness adequately with the HMI will prove to be an important aspect of 
safety with levels of automation increasing in vehicles. 

Some form of a driver monitoring system should be in place for all vehicles with SAE levels 1 
and 2. The driver could be asked to perform a simple task when asked, to prove to be able to 
respond accordingly within a defined time period. If the driver fails to respond before the 
response window closes, they should be issued visual and auditory warnings.  
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2.4 Current	HMI	Guidelines	

Today there are still no guidelines focused on the HMI of vehicles with any level of automation. 
There are, however, guidelines on what is considered a safe HMI system in cars with no 
automation functionalities. Guidelines and principles about all aspects of what an efficient and 
safe HMI system is can be found stated by the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association 
(JAMA), the Commission of the European Communities as well as by the NHTSA Driver 
Focus-Telematics Working Group. These guidelines represent the understanding of the vehicle 
HMI in different parts of the world. JAMA updated their “Guideline for In-vehicle Display 
Systems” most recently in 2004 [21]. The European Commission presented their “Commission 
Recommendation on safe and efficient in-vehicle information: Update of the European 
Statement of Principles on Human-Machine Interface” in 2008 [23]. NHTSA presented their 
“Statement of Principles, Criteria and Verification Procedures on Driver-Interactions with 
Advanced In-Vehicle Information and Communication Systems” in 2006 [22]. They all share 
the primary goal of providing a safe system, intended to be used by the driver while the vehicle 
is in motion.  

These guidelines however explicitly state that they do not apply to Advanced Driver Assistance 
Systems (ADAS) since these systems serve a very different purpose, but that some of the 
suggestions could still be useful when designing driver assistance systems [23]. The main topics 
of all three guidelines can be split into five categories of principles concerning; 

• Installation – Guidelines for proper position and fitting of display systems providing 
safe HMI configuration 

• Information presentation – Guidelines about what should be presented to the driver 
and when in order to ensure safe interaction 

• Interaction with displays and controls – Guidelines related to the actual interaction 
between the driver and the system 

• System behaviour – Guidelines on a more general level regarding what should be made 
inaccessible while driving and how to provide information about system malfunctions  

• Information about the system – Guidelines related to system information, e.g. 
operation manuals provided together with the system 

Summarized below are the points of the guidelines that would apply to an HMI in an 
autonomous (SAE L1 and L2) vehicle and should therefore be taken into consideration.  
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2.4.1 Installation	/	HMI	Configuration	
These guideline documents provide principles for secure fitting of all display systems. All of 
these principles related to installation should still be applicable considering that the lower levels 
of automation in the GCDC still require the driver to have an overview of the traffic situation 
and always be ready to act. The guidelines regarding installation, or HMI configuration, suggest 
the position of the information presented to not obstruct their overview of traffic in any way. 
The view that is not to be blocked is, in this case, the view from the driver’s seat through the 
windshield, side views and rear views which is also a mandatory requirement according to EU 
regulations [23]. Information relevant to the task of driving is suggested in Principle 1.4 in [22] 
and Installation Principle IV in [23] to be presented as close to the minimum requirement of 
driver line of sight as possible which is further defined as a downward viewing angle towards 
the centre of the display of maximum 30 degrees. 

The driver’s line of sight, a mandatory requirement in the EU, combined with the principle of 
information relevant to driving suggests the HMI display containing information intended to be 
read while driving or while in autonomous mode of the vehicle should be presented in front of 
the driver and as close to windshield line of sight as possible. One suitable solution would be 
having one display dedicated to driving tasks and one display dedicated to everything else; this 
way there is less confusion and one is always known to have driving task-related information 
displayed. The vehicle dashboard is an appropriate choice of position for such a display while 
still complying with guidelines. The dashboard would then be dedicated to vehicle control, 
changing the information that is displayed when in manual compared to autonomous mode. 
Placement in the dashboard would allow a maximum field of periphery vision on the road while 
watching the display. 

Principle 1.3 of [22] and Installation principle III of [23] state that the HMI system “should not 
obstruct vehicle controls or displays required for the driving task”. A final common point of the 
installation chapters in the guideline documents is that the displays should not cause glare or 
create reflections which could cause confusion, distractions and annoy the driver [23]. This 
issue can be avoided by automatically adjusting the brightness for day or night and when the 
display is hit by sunlight, choice of materials in the display and making sure the surrounding 
surfaces do not cause reflections [23]. 

2.4.2 Information	Presentation	
The principles regarding information presentation should, although being focused on systems 
that do not offer driver assistance, all be applicable also to the HMI systems of autonomous 
vehicles. All guidelines state that standardised abbreviations, acronyms, words, symbols, icons 
and legibility should be used to the extent they exist [1,2,3]. Where there are no internationally 
or nationally agreed upon standards, the design decisions should be made using empirical data 
[22].  

The information that is presented and is intended for the driver while the vehicle is in motion 
is one of the most safety-critical aspects of an HMI, and this is true for information relevant to 
the driving task in particular. The information displayed must be timely and accurate when 
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presented to the driver, stated in section 4.2.1 [21], 4.3.3.3 [23] and Principle 2.3 [22] where 
verification procedures and examples also are explained further. If information is presented at 
the wrong time or when it is not necessary, it may confuse the driver. Therefore, it is important 
that the information enhances what the driver already knows to reduce uncertainty and 
hesitation when confronted with a decision. Displayed information should also be suited to the 
situation. When the situations are more critical, the system needs to present only the information 
most relevant to the situation for fast perception and decision making by the driver, stated 
specifically in section 4.3.3.4. of [23]. Relevant information is defined in section 4.3.3.1 of [23] 
as “the portion of all visually displayed information sought by the driver to satisfy a particular 
need”. 

Displayed information should be presented in such a manner that the driver with only a glance 
can assess the situation in need of attention and comprehend it in a short period of time. What 
this time limit should be is according to [22] being investigated further, but their 
recommendation is that each glance, before getting your eyes back on the road, should be 
completed within 2 seconds and no more than 20 seconds of total time until task completion. 
Another method is also suggested for deciding what time is considered too long to task 
completion involving measuring lateral position control and following headway while 
performing specific tasks. These principles are, however, expecting the driver to perform all 
manoeuvring tasks of the vehicle while performing the tasks which would not always be true 
in a vehicle with some level of automated driving. 

Information from a vehicle HMI is not only visual but also auditory and could become a larger 
and more critical part when excluding the driver from manoeuvring the vehicle in traffic 
situations since multiple sources should be at its disposal for grabbing the driver’s attention. 
Guidelines specify that auditory presentation of information should be kept at a low enough 
volume as to not mask any warnings that could be significant to safety. That includes both 
warnings both from the vehicle itself and surrounding traffic. Sound design is another crucial 
factor as not to annoy or distract the driver [21][22][23]. The option to produce auditory 
information at a level that masks warnings from the vehicle should not be a possibility; all 
systems capable of producing sound should be aware of each other. All sound being produced 
by other sources than the HMI should be faded or muted depending on the severity of the 
situation until the driver has performed their task sufficiently to avoid a hazardous situation. 
Similar to visual displays fading their brightness in order to compensate for lighting conditions, 
the volume of warnings and information should adapt to the sound level in the vehicle. There 
are also other methods besides visual and auditory information available which should be 
considered, for example; a vibrating seat was used to alert the driver in the Safe Road Trains 
for the Environment (SARTRE) project [14].  
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2.4.3 Interaction	with	Displays	and	Controls	
Sections concerning the interaction with the HMI system are formulated around “standard” 
HMI solutions, involving navigation systems, media playback, mobile phone applications and 
traffic information with the primary task of not diverting the driver’s attention from the road. 
That said, some points from the guidelines could be useful to follow from a safety aspect. 

One common point between section 5.1 [21], principle 3.1 [22] and section 4.3.4.1 [23] is that 
the operation of all HMI controls should easily be completed using only one hand, leaving one 
hand on the steering wheel. This seems to concur with the results presented above from [15] 
where a driver with their hands on the wheel was able to react significantly faster than one with 
both hands off the wheel. These principles would also support the idea of controlling vehicle 
manoeuvres while in autonomous mode should be performed using the controls on or around 
the steering wheel which is normally used while in manual driving mode. 

Section 3.1 [21] states merely that the system should be designed not to need the driver’s 
continuous gaze, similar to the principles discussed concerning information presentation. 
Principle 3.5 [22] ties into this idea with a statement about system feedback to the driver, this 
needs to be made clear to avoid any unnecessary confusion about whether an input has been 
registered or task completed. This is decided by what the driver would expect and providing a 
response in a timely manner. For example, if a merge is to be performed in the autonomous 
mode which is initiated and confirmed by the driver, the HMI display needs to clearly and 
timely inform the driver that the request/confirmation was understood, and the display must 
reflect what driving task it intends to perform. Further, 3.9 [21] connects these principles with 
information presentation principles and underlines the importance of “reported system state and 
operation displayed in response to the data inputted by the driver shall be quickly and easily 
comprehensible”. 

The principles presented in these sections sometimes differ quite substantially from an HMI 
system in a vehicle some level of automation and the performing of driving tasks. What is 
presented, however, does apply to all parts of the HMI intended to be used during manual 
driving mode and this gives another indication that the display and controls of an autonomous 
vehicle would benefit from being split into two. One that, when in autonomous mode, allows 
the drivers to easily focus while only presenting information relevant to the driving task and 
another that when in manual mode, would show the standard dashboard gauges that needs 
monitoring by the driver. The controls should be separated as well; controlling car manoeuvres 
via the same controls used to operate the vehicle in manual mode but changing their purpose. 

Regarding non-safety-related information, although stated differently, available guidelines all 
suggest that this should not or should at least have the option of not being presented to the driver 
in 5.7 [21], 3.6 [22] and 4.3.4.8 [23]. These three principles could be applicable in autonomous 
mode as being the case when any situation that could affect safety is presented to the driver, 
allowing him to focus entirely on the driving task. There are many ways this could be interpreted 
and implemented. It could include lowering the volume of media playback, dimming the 
information not safety related, clearly shifting focus from the non-safety-related information. 
Having one display for driving-related tasks and one for unrelated tasks could allow to lock 
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functionality or completely dim the secondary display, which would also in itself be a clear 
signal to the driver that his attention is needed. 

Principles 3.3 [22] and 4.3.4.2. [23] explains that the sequences required for user input to the 
system should be interruptible. They differ, however, on the second part where [22] suggests 
all interrupted sequences be allowed to resume where the driver left off while [23] suggests 
when necessary that short sequences could be uninterruptable. Both agree on the reason for 
each presented principle as driver behaviour has proven a determination to complete a task once 
initiated which could if a sequence is too long, prove to be a safety concern. Closely following 
these principles are the ones addressing that inputs from the driver to the system by some control 
action should not require immediate/time-critical responses from the driver but instead allow 
them to perform the input in a pace comfortable for them, 3.8 [21], 3.4 [22], 4.3.4.4. [23]. Again, 
in order for the driver not to feel forced to complete a sequence in its entirety that could affect 
safety. If there were reliable ways of foreseeing driver workload, other options might be 
available, but from a safety aspect, the driver needs to decide when to provide input to the 
system [23]. 

2.4.4 System	Behaviour	
Principles 4.3 [22] and 4.3.5.4. [23] regarding system behaviour needs to be considered as 
priority one at all times, stating that “Information should be presented to the driver about the 
current status and any malfunction within the system that is likely to have an impact on safety”. 
Being able to overview the current status of one’s surroundings sees new possibilities in a 
cooperative driving scenario, and this should be turned to an advantage. Having the drivers 
observe that what the vehicle is observing about the surroundings concurs with what the driver 
is seeing would make the driver feel at ease with the system doing its job and minimising 
confusion.  

All of the guideline documents make a differentiation between the vehicle being in motion and 
standing still and/or what is visible to the driver and what is not in 5.7 [21], 4.1, 4.2a, 4.2b [22] 
and 4.3.5.1. [23]. Taking into consideration some level of automation in vehicles these would 
need to be modified to find a middle ground, one example given that could be hard to avoid 
being moving images. The two-part display system would, however, again solve most of the 
clashes that occur. The principles in [22] and [23] offer some more leeway, stating that all 
information likely to distract the driver should be disabled if the vehicle is in motion. While 
[21] states that when in motion, all functions not intended for use during driver operation should 
be inoperative. Applicability is addressed in [23] as only visual information which is not related 
to driving, in other words allowing all driving-related visualisations. Principle 4.3.5.3 also 
addresses misuse of the system suggesting if not the functions are made unavailable while in 
motion that “clear warnings be provided against unintended use” [23].   
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2.4.5 Information	about	the	System	
The guideline document principles refer to “information about the system” as the instructions 
that are provided together with the HMI system in order to explain how to operate it, such as 
instruction manuals. In other words, the information presented to the driver of the vehicle to 
assist them in using it correctly and in a safe manner. A clear distinction between the HMI 
systems considered in the guidelines and the ones which safety aspects are investigated here is 
made when reading the principles on information about the system. If they included ADAS 
systems, the possibilities of the systems causing hazardous situations would be greater and the 
specificity of the information that should be provided made clearer. When the HMI is being 
used to actually control vehicle manoeuvres the instructions of how to operate these functions 
are crucial to the safe operation of the vehicle, and some standard behaviour in traffic situations 
seems needed. These guidelines, however, are stated in such a general manner that they could 
be applied to any instruction manual. Worth noting are principle 5.4 [1][22] and 4.3.6.4 [1][23] 
stating that there must be a clear distinction between the functions to be used while driving and 
those that are not. Also, 5.5 [1][22] and 4.3.6.6. [1][23] applies, which states that the 
manufacturer needs to “make clear if special skills are required to use the system as intended 
… or is unsuitable for particular users”. 
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2.5 Motivation	

The implementation of autonomous or advanced driver assistance system appears to be ahead 
of regulation. The development is rapid, and it seems the next major step for automotive travel 
along with electric vehicles. The standard for automotive safety, ISO 26262, lags behind this 
development meaning that any vehicles operating with these functionalities today are ensured 
safe only by the manufacturers themselves. Competitions like GCDC are a positive thing for 
the industry. It is essential that these events are organised, to involve students in the area from 
a young age and allow for the development of what is the next step for autonomous vehicles; 
cooperative driving. During these competitions, the safety aspect should not be ignored and 
thoroughly analysed since ensuring the safety of these vehicles should always be a priority 
before allowing them to reach the streets alongside regular traffic. This work could prove useful 
in speeding up development in the safety standards of cooperative driving just as the 
implementation propels the development of functionality. 

The component-focused methods traditionally used in the automotive industry is suitable when 
analysing separate automotive parts and STPA will not be a replacement for all these methods 
by any means. However, acknowledging the trend of more electronics and software included in 
these products, it could be a valuable complement to the traditional methods. The advantages 
being the ability to analyse any part or system of interacting parts using the STPA systems 
approach techniques could provide information otherwise difficult to spot which has been 
shown in comparisons made [1][11].  The safety standard used today is not applicable to ensure 
safety in autonomous vehicles and the standard needs to be updated or supplemented with 
something specific towards autonomous driving. The same is also true for cooperative driving, 
even if its real-world implementation lies further in the future. The lack of such standards 
introduces a gap in automotive safety between the vehicles on the roads today and a consensus 
of regulation as to what is considered safe. 

Apart from the safety standards needing an update, the HMI and mode transitions are a crucial 
part of safety since the actions of a human driver are challenging to predict. After reviewing the 
principles available today, it is clear that there is a lack of focus towards autonomous driving 
just as in the safety standard. This gap could allow manufacturers to provide vastly different 
solutions that could introduce confusion for the drivers operating autonomous vehicles. 
Although not specified as such, the information provided in the guidelines provide some hints 
as to what a safe and effective HMI for autonomous driving should be. 

One gap between available guidelines and the implementation of autonomous driving is the 
attention paid to not distract the driver with auditory or visual information which is valid for 
non-critical tasks. However, when taking into consideration that the HMI will be used for 
cooperative autonomous driving, the HMI needs to be able to do just that; effectively alert the 
driver. Besides not including ADAS, the guidelines are not formulated with voice-controlled 
systems in mind which today’s consumers are becoming more accustomed to through their use 
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of voice assistants like Apple’s Siri and Google Assistant, which are becoming more readily 
available also in cars through Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. 

Regarding information presentation much can be applied, although the information that is 
considered relevant is now more safety critical. This difference will require some prioritisation 
algorithm to make a decision while taking into account the current traffic situation, driving 
mode and driver alertness. 

Following the principles related to interaction with displays and controls and the conclusions 
on driver alertness with one or two hands on the wheel implies that switching between 
autonomous and manual modes using both hands should be the safer choice. Safer in the sense 
of providing a higher level of readiness and control by having both hands placed on the wheel 
during the transition periods. All guidelines regarding system behaviour do not fit in a 
cooperative autonomous driving mode and needs to be expanded upon, including the possibility 
of advanced driving assistance systems in place. 

To summarise, both the safety standards for the automotive industry as well as the guidelines 
for driver HMI need to be updated as products are new cars are entering the market with no 
clear industry-wide regulations regarding the safety aspects of automation. 
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3 GCDC	Cooperative	Driving	Module	Analysis	
The thesis work started with the, for the GCDC competition obligatory, safety analysis of the 
KTH-developed cooperative driving module which was to be used to realise the automation of 
steering, acceleration and braking as well as implement necessary cooperative functionality. 
The following section presents the safety analysis performed on this module of participating 
vehicles. This chapter follows the STPA and ISO26262 workflow (See page 14) starting with 
introducing the methodology then introducing the item definition and the results of the two-part 
STPA analysis. However, in this thesis, only the HMI-related results are presented. 

3.1 Safety	Analysis	Methodology	

Looking at the current state of development of the RCV’s autonomous and cooperative driving 
capabilities it was clear that these methods, which are based on reliability theory, would benefit 
from a more finished product to analyse. STPA was also shown suitable in the background 
study as it is new and has been developed with more complex, software-heavy systems in mind. 
Another benefit being its ability to be a part of the design process from an early stage and 
therefore also a valuable tool during development; generating high-level safety requirements 
and constraints. For these reasons, STPA (Systems Theoretic Process Analysis) was chosen to 
perform the safety analysis. 

3.1.1 Safety	Analysis	Method	
The safety analysis team responsible for this thesis consists of two persons who had been on 
the project since mid-January 2016. This team created the STAMP model and the architectural 
overview while consulting with domain experts. The actual STPA analysis was conducted in 
workshops together with the GCDC team consisting of domain experts.  

3.1.2 Architecture	Development	-	ARCADIA/Capella	and	A-STPA	
To describe the system, the architecture description language ARCADIA (Architecture 
Analysis and Design Integrated Approach) was used. ARCADIA has been developed by Thales 
since 2005 and was released together with the open source tool Capella in 2015 [26]. A 
preliminary architecture model was first developed to serve as an item definition for the 
analysis. When the STAMP model had been defined, a second visualisation diagram was 
created to provide a contextual overview of the analysis. The individual control loops were 
visualised using A-STPA, which is a tool developed at the Institute of Software Technology at 
Stuttgart University, to assist in the STPA process [27]. A-STPA was used to collect all data 
concerning the STPA process in one place allowing us to define and link accidents and hazards, 
sketch the broken-down control loops with process models, enter the UCAs, link them with 
corresponding hazards and enter the corresponding SCs. These steps were performed with A-
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STPA software to create traceability from SC to unsafe control action to hazard for each control 
loop. 

The diagrams used in this thesis are: 

• Capella Systems Architecture Blank diagram 

• Capella Systems Data Flow Blank diagram 

• Capella Logical Architecture Blank diagram 

• Capella Logical Data Flow Blank diagram 

• A-STPA control structure with process model diagram 
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3.2 System	Analysis	

The following section describes the work related to the required analysis performed prior to the 
GCDC competition. The work took place during workshops in collaboration with the system 
architects and intended vehicle operators. 

3.2.1 System	Definition	
An early system definition was created from the existing implementation. An overview of the 
system at this stage can be seen in Figure 3.1, with the system to be analysed marked by the 
system boundary. The platoon of other vehicles participating and the communication with 
GCDC infrastructure are here grouped and notated as “external vehicles and infrastructure”. 

 
Figure 3.1: System architecture overview at the start of the analysis 

 

System boundary  
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The system has changed over time but was at the time of specification for analysis designed 
with five external actors in mind and contained seven system functions. The external actors 
were: 

• Other vehicles communicating over V2V (Vehicle to vehicle communication) 

• The vehicle on which this cooperative driving functionality would be implemented 
(Ego-vehicle) 

• A GPS module 

• The driver 

• The co-driver; required by the GCDC organisers but is ignored during analysis due to 
the irrelevance to any real-world implementation 

The system functionalities were: 
• A supervisory and negotiation control; responsible for high-level logic and decision 

making. 

• A control layer; to implement all the cooperative functionalities and control agents. 

• A perception layer; to probabilistically estimate the state of the ego vehicle, and the 
surrounding vehicles. 

• Two separate interfaces; one for the driver and one for the co-driver. Of which only the 
driver interface is of importance for this analysis. 

• A router, to manage communications and to route proper incoming transmissions to the 
proper functionalities. 

• A gateway, to separate the cooperative functionality with the rest of the Ego-vehicle. 

The system boundary was set to include the functionalities between the driver interface, the 
router and the gateway, excluding the co-driver and his/her interface. This exclusion is 
motivated by the fact that the co-driver, in its current implementation, only tests functionality. 
Its interface creates a severe safety risk since it is designed to allow for complete control over 
all internal systems, at any level, at any time. The other systems mentioned; V2V 
communication and correct behaviour of the other participating vehicles are considered outside 
of our control and in the scope of the analysis assumed to behave correctly. Security issues will 
not be a part of the analysis; it is assumed that no misuse will take place during the competition. 
The assumptions about other vehicles behaving as expected can somewhat be ensured by the 
fact that GCDC organisers are performing safety checks on each vehicle to test their 
functionality in the most safety critical areas. The checks performed are administrative checks, 
visual inspections, communication, data validation and accuracy, manual control and braking. 
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More detail into what these tests include can be found in the i-GAME/GCDC document “D4.5.1 
i-GAME safety analysis of scenarios and requirements” [28]. 

Note that this system architecture went through revisions and is no longer up-to-date. However, 
this was the architecture at the time of the accident and hazards definition, which is why it is 
still considered relevant for this thesis. For a description of the current architecture, see chapter 
3.3 “Control structure”. 

Since the architecture was still evolving while performing the analysis, considering the work 
on the system is continuous until a time closer to the GCDC competition a follow-up study of 
the safety considerations that might have been added was held before the race. The plan for 
keeping up to date was continuing to see the team to make a note of relevant changes to the 
system and add the ones that would affect the analysis as well as save the related files creating 
checkpoints in safety that are documented. The first such checkpoint was the date of the GCDC 
safety report submission. 

3.2.2 Accidents	and	Hazards	
The three chosen accidents, which then were subcategorised into seven hazards, that were 
defined together with the team are presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Accidents and hazards 

Accident (A) Hazard (H) 

A1 Collision with vehicle 

H1 Inadequate distance to front vehicle 

H2 Inadequate distance to rear vehicle 

H3 Inadequate distance to side vehicle 

A2 Collision with environment 
H4 Inadequate distance to frontal object 

H5 Inadequate distance to side object 

A3 Driver G-force dangerously high 
H6 Acceleration too strong 

H7 Retardation too strong 

The chance of the results from accidents A1 and A2 to be equivalent safety wise was considered 
significant, but they were kept separated to be on the safe side. The hazards were then 
formulated as high-level safety constraints (SC1s) according to Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: Correlation between the, from the accidents derived, hazards to higher-level safety constraints 

Hazard (H) Safety Constraint (SC1) 

H1 Inadequate distance to frontal vehicle SC1-1 
Safe distance to front vehicle must be kept below 

minimum value. 

H2 Inadequate distance to rare vehicle SC1-2 Safe distance to rear vehicle must be kept below 
minimum value. 

H3 Inadequate distance to side vehicle SC1-3 Safe distance to side vehicles must be kept below 
minimum value. 

H4 Inadequate distance to frontal object SC1-4 Must keep distance to object in front of the car. 

H5 Inadequate distance to side object SC1-5 Must keep distance to object to the side of the car. 

H6 Acceleration too strong SC1-6 Acceleration must be kept below harmful levels. 

H7 Retardation too strong SC1-7 Retardation must be kept below harmful levels 

 
Figure 3.2: Distinction between front, rear and side part of the ego vehicle 

The “safe distance” to the front and rear vehicles, in this case, is the same distance defined as 
dsafe in the GCDC document “D1.1 i-GAME Scenarios” [29]. The “safe distance” to side 
vehicles is defined as ssafe was set to 0.5 meters. The lateral distance to the vehicle in the lane to 
the right or the left is only to be taken into consideration when they are within the zone created 
with the front/back safe distances. Figure 3.2 further explains the definitions of safe distances.  
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Figure 3.3: Distinction between front, rear and side part of the ego vehicle 

The definition of what constitutes collision with/inadequate distance to the front or the sides of 
the vehicle is further defined in Figure 3.3 describing the borders set at a 45 degree angle from 
each corner of the ego vehicle and the first point of impact between the ego vehicle and another 
vehicle or object decides the precise hazard related. Front and back collisions include the case 
of an impact at exactly 45 degrees. 

The assumed operational conditions when performing the analysis were the fact that the 
vehicles would operate in a controlled environment consisting of a closed-off stretch of road, 
without any uphill or downhill slopes, with no opposing traffic in place outside the lanes used 
for the scenarios that are to be performed. Always when considering UCAs that could lead to 
the vehicle leaving the intended lane or leaving the road completely, we always assumed a 
worst-case scenario (collision with an object to the front or the side).  
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3.2.3 Systems	Architecture	and	Control	Structure	
At this point in the analysis process, the system architecture had been reviewed and is seen in 
Figure 3.4 presented as a logical data flow diagram. The gateway and the router still define the 
system boundary. The external actors, constituting of all blue boxes in Figure 3.4, are the driver, 
the ego vehicle, other vehicles and a radar module.   

 
Figure 3.4: Logical data flow blank diagram over the system; blue boxes represent external functionalities, 

green boxes represent internal functionalities 
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Internal functionalities, constituting of all green boxes in Figure 3.4, are 

• The driver interface, to connect the driver with the supervisor. Through this interface, 
the driver is acting as a controller for the supervisor. 

• The supervisor layer, responsible for high-level decisions, and the control over the 
control layer. 

• The control layer, responsible for hosting all the control agents and a trajectory planner. 
This layer is expanded in Figure 3.5. 

• The world model, responsible for storing and logging the state of the ego vehicle and 
all the surrounding vehicles, as well as all other relevant information. The world model 
is the internal database of the system. 

• The perception layer, responsible for estimating the ego state, and matching sensor data 
and received communication messages, with the surrounding vehicles. The perception 
layer is expanded in Figure 3.6. 

• The router, responsible for communication management and message routing. 

• The camera module, responsible for identifying lanes. 

• The GPS module, responsible for global positioning. 

• The gateway, separating the cooperative functionalities from the rest of the ego-vehicle. 
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Figure 3.5: Expansion of the control layer 

The control layer contains longitudinal and lateral controllers. A trajectory planner precedes the 
lateral controller. The supervisor controls this planner which in turn is managing the lateral 
control agent, by providing a reference trajectory. The longitudinal control group contains the 
control agents Cruise Control (CC), Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) and 
Obstacle avoidance (OA). The CC agent is responsible for longitudinal control when no other 
vehicle is in front of the ego vehicle. The CACC agent is responsible for longitudinal control 
through increased or decreased torque whenever another vehicle is in front of the ego vehicle. 
The OA agent is responsible for longitudinal control through breaking force whenever a vehicle 
is to close in front. The supervisor controls all longitudinal control agents. All control agents 
manage the low-level drivers of the ego vehicle through the gateway. 
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Figure 3.6: Expansion of the perception layer 

The perception layer contains two sub-functions. The “Ego estimator” is responsible for 
interpreting the low-level sensor values from the ego vehicle, combining these with the GPS 
data, and makes a probabilistic estimation of the ego vehicle's state variables. The 
“Matchmaker” is responsible for matching up radar data with data extracted from incoming 
transmissions from other vehicles to determine the state of the surrounding relevant vehicles. 
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3.2.3.1 Control	loops	
Nine control loops were defined in the above version of the architecture, these were 

1. Driver to supervisor 

2. Supervisor to CACC/OA agent 

3. Supervisor to CC agent 

4. Supervisor to lateral control agent 

5. Supervisor to planner 

6. Planner to lateral control agent 

7. Lateral control agent to low level controllers 

8. CACC/OA agent to low level controllers 

9. CC agent to low level controllers 

The full GCDC report contained an STPA safety analysis of the entire cooperative driving 
module, meaning all nine identified control loops were analysed. However, because this report 
focuses on the HMI aspects, only the analysis of the driver to supervisor control loop is 
included. 
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3.3 Safety	Analysis	of	Driver-Vehicle	Interaction	in	Cooperative	Driving	

The driver-to-supervisor control loop, which functional chain is highlighted below in blue, here 
visualised as part of the broader system architecture is presented in Figure 3.7 with the STPA 
control loop, or process model, representation of the same following in Figure 3.8. 

 
Figure 3.7: Capella model with highlighted functional chain of the driver-to-supervisor control loop. 
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Figure 3.8: A-STPA representation of the driver-to-supervisor control structure, with input chains and process 
model. 

The process model in Figure 3.8 was generated using the A-STPA analysis support tool, used 
through the STPA analysis by among other things providing a graphical editor for control 
structure. Using the A-STPA software each control loop can be visualised as shown in Figure 
3.8 which shows the driver-to-supervisor control loop. The driver, top left in the figure, is 
represented together with a process model showing all the information that he/she has available 
to make decisions. Other parts of the figure represent parts of the system so that each piece of 
information vital to the control loop can be traced through the architecture to the driver. 
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3.3.1 GCDC	STPA	-	Part	1	
The following Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 introduces the HMI-related results from the GCDC 
safety analysis conducted ahead of participation in the competition. The results show possible 
Unsafe Control Actions (UCAs) which in turn create the risk of leading to the accidents and 
hazardous situations listed in Table 3.1 by violating the derived safety constraints in Table 3.2. 
Shown in parentheses are the related possible hazards or safety constraints in danger of 
violation. 

Table 3.3: Unsafe control actions derived from the driver to supervisor control loop. 

Unsafe Control Actions Table for Driver - Supervisor 

Control 
Action 

Not providing causes 
hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Wrong timing or 
order causes hazard 

Stopped too soon or 
applied too long 
causes hazard 

System ON 

The system not turning 
on when the driver 

intends to activate the 
autonomous functions 

[H1, H2, H3] 

Turning the system on 
outside of a controlled 

environment 
[H1, H2, H4, H5] 

  

 
System being 

unintentionally 
activated by the driver 

[H1, H2, H3, H4, H5] 

  

System OFF 

The system not 
switching off when the 
driver intends to use 

manual control 
[H1, H2, H3, H4, H5] 

The system off signal 
sent when the driver 

intends to use 
autonomous system 

[H3] 

  

The system not 
switching off when 

trying to stop 
[H1, H2] 

The system being 
unintentionally 

deactivated by the 
driver 

[H1, H2, H3] 

  

Initialize 
scenario 

 
The driver initializes 
the wrong scenario 

[H1, H2, H3] 

  

 
Initializing a scenario 

while moving 
[H1, H2, H3] 

  

Confirm 
merge 

(Scenario 1) 

 

If the situation is 
unsafe and the driver 

confirms merge 
anyway 

[H1, H2, H3] 

Confirming merge 
before receiving a safe 

to merge flag 
[H1, H2, H3] 

 

  
Confirming merge 

after the opportunity 
to merge has passed 

[H1, H2, H3] 
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The driver related UCAs defined in Table 3.3 are then formulated as further refined safety 
constraints (SC2) of the system; these results are listed in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: Corresponding safety constraints derived from driver to supervisor UCAs 

Unsafe Control Actions (UCA) Corresponding Safety Constraints (SC2) 

UCA1 The driver activates the supervisor 
outside of a controlled environment 

SC2-1 The driver must not activate the supervisor outside of 
a controlled environment 

UCA2 The driver unintentionally activates the 
supervisor 

SC2-2 The driver must not be able to activate the supervisor 
unintentionally 

UCA3 
The driver not activating supervisor 

when intentions are to drive 
autonomously 

SC2-3 The driver’s interface must respond to an activation 
signal 

UCA4 
The driver sends the deactivation signal 
to the supervisor when intentions are to 

drive autonomously 
SC2-4 The driver must not deactivate the supervisor while 

driving autonomously 

UCA5 The driver unintentionally sends a 
deactivation signal to the supervisor 

SC2-5 The driver should not be able to deactivate the 
supervisor unintentionally 

UCA6 The driver initialises the wrong scenario 
in the supervisor 

SC2-6 The driver must not choose the wrong scenario while 
initialising the supervisor 

UCA7 The driver initialises a scenario in the 
supervisor while moving 

SC2-7 The driver must not be able to initialise scenarios in 
the supervisor when the car is moving 

UCA8 
The driver sends the merge confirmation 

signal to the supervisor in an unsafe 
situation 

SC2-8 The driver must not send a confirm merge signal to the 
supervisor in an unsafe situation 

UCA9 
The driver sends the merge confirmation 

signal to the supervisor after the safe 
opportunity has passed 

SC2-9 
The driver must not delay sending the merge 

confirmation to long that the situation becomes 
unsafe 
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3.3.1.1 ASIL-assignment	
The SCs and requirements derived from the STPA part 1 were assigned Automotive Safety 
Integrity Levels (ASIL) defined in part 9 of ISO26262 [30].  The majority of the SC2s were 
assigned a severity level of S2, due to the top speed of 30 km/h for competition Scenario 2 (See 
page 3), and 45 km/h for competition Scenario 1 (See page 3). To ensure these speeds are kept 
at a level that corresponds to a severity classification of S2, the vehicle will implement a 
warning to be issued to the driver in case the limit is surpassed. If the acceleration continues, 
reaching 55 km/h, without the driver confirming the speed limit violation; a speed cap will be 
in place limiting the vehicles ability to increase speed further than 55 km/h.  

Most constraints were classified as an exposure level of E4 since almost all the SC2s will be 
required to be fulfilled every time the cooperative functionalities are used. All constraints were 
assigned a controllability level of C3 since the system is designed to operate without the driver’s 
interaction. Only when the driver is meant to intervene, was his/her ability to compensate for 
SC2 violation considered. The resulting ASIL assignments can be seen in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5: Safety constraints and ASIL assessment based on severity (S), exposure (E) and controllability (C). 

Safety constraint/requirement S E C ASIL 

SC2-1 
The driver must not activate the supervisor 

outside of a controlled environment 
S3 E3 C3 D 

SC2-2 The driver must not be able to activate the 
supervisor unintentionally 

S0 E4 C3 QM 

SC2-3 The driver’s interface must respond to an 
activation signal 

S0 E4 C3 QM 

SC2-4 The driver must not deactivate the supervisor 
while driving autonomously 

S3 E4 C3 D 

SC2-5 The driver should not be able to deactivate the 
supervisor unintentionally 

S3 E4 C3 D 

SC2-6 
The driver must not choose the wrong scenario 

while initialising the supervisor 
S3 E4 C3 D 

SC2-7 
The driver must not be able to initialise 

scenarios in the supervisor when the car is 
moving 

S3 E4 C3 D 

SC2-8 
The driver must not send a confirm merge 

signal to the supervisor in an unsafe situation 
S3 E4 C3 D 

SC2-9 
The driver must not delay sending the merge 

confirmation to long that the situation 
becomes unsafe 

S3 E4 C3 D 
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3.3.2 GCDC	STPA	-	Part	2	
The second part of the STPA was conducted together with domain experts. Each SC2 generated 
in STPA part 1 was analysed for potential causes of a violation; these results can be seen in 
Table 3.6. To avoid repetition, causes of events that have been stated in previous tables, will 
not be stated again.   

3.3.2.1 Results	
The safety constraint to be analysed is highlighted with bold text and background colour 
followed by the possible scenarios and causal factors that could cause unsafe control action and 
in turn hazardous situations. In some cases, the scenarios/causal factors were identical between 
different SC2s and were in those cases combined. Since the safety constraint SC2-3 is a 
prerequisite for all HMI control, proper reaction to input, by the driver it was considered 
covered by other SC2s.   

Table 3.6: STPA Step 2, causal analysis, results for driver to supervisor loop 

SC2-1 
The driver must not activate the supervisor outside of a 

controlled environment 

HMI error 

Corrupt data 

 

SC2-2 
The driver must not be able to activate the supervisor 

unintentionally 

HMI design 

For this to be hazardous, the driver would also have to accidentally 
activate and configure a scenario, as well as activating control agents 

 

SC2-4 The driver must not deactivate the supervisor while driving 
autonomously 

HMI design 

 

SC2-5 
The driver should not be able to deactivate the supervisor 

unintentionally 

Driver miss-click in the interface, would depend on HMI design 

 
 

SC2-6 
The driver must not choose the wrong scenario while 

initialising the supervisor 

Nothing checking if the chosen scenario matches the surrounding 
configuration 

For this to happen, the driver first needs to activate the wrong one, 
and then also activate the wrong agents. 
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SC2-7 
The driver must not be able to initialise scenarios in the 

supervisor when the car is moving 

(A state machine prevents this) 

The supervisor resets, and the incorrect scenario configuration is 
entered 

Data corruption 

 

SC2-8 The driver must not send a confirm merge signal to the 
supervisor in an unsafe situation 

For this to have any effect, the safe to merge flag would have to be 
falsely present, and the radar readings would have to be incorrect 

Driver error, not looking before confirming 

 

SC2-9 The driver must not delay sending the merge confirmation 
to long that the situation becomes unsafe 

There is no abort merge process 

This would only be dangerous if, at the same time, other vehicles were 
not doing what they should, and our brakes were failing 
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3.4 Identification	of	HMI	Requirements	

This first part of the thesis presents a set of scenarios and conditions (STPA part 2 results) 
which could lead to a hazardous state, and together with a set of worst-case conditions, would 
lead to an accident. Below, a few recommendations are made, to prevent these scenarios from 
occurring. It also concludes the first thesis research question of assessing the functional safety 
of cooperative functionality using the STPA method. 

The is analysis was made from a baseline taken during the design and development process. It 
does not guarantee the safety of the final product. The team were informed about appropriate 
actions to be taken to limit the possibility of these hazardous scenarios. The KTH team and the 
RCV were allowed to participate in the GCDC competition and finished in third place overall. 

The Table 3.7 below lists the recommendations that were related to the HMI after summarising 
causal factors of SC2-1 through SC2-9. 

Table 3.7: HMI-related recommendations for safety in further development of the RCV 

Requirements for HMI enhancement 

R1 The HMI/GUI of the RCV should continue its design process with the above listed SC2s in mind 

R2 The car will be shaking while driving at platooning speed so miss clicks are a possibility 

R3 
No potentially hazardous commands should be available through touch screens at platoon 
speeds 

R4 All safety-critical functions should be operated via physical controls, and preferably around 
the steering wheel 

Having the HMI this underdeveloped and performing the competition could have proven 
hazardous, although this is with the assumption of disregarding the co-driver which was always 
available during vehicle operation and able to control the vehicle. Chapter 4 expands on this 
safety analysis to develop the HMI and perform further analysis focused on the hazards of driver 
involvement.  

The results of the GCDC analysis are of course very much tied to the vehicle being analysed, 
the RCV, and it is, therefore, difficult to draw conclusions from these particular results that 
were used to ensure participant safety during the competition. The findings regarding other 
aspects than driver-to-vehicle yielded more comprehensive results but in order to perform 
further HMI related safety work that would transfer to any vehicle additional work was needed. 
The continuation of the thesis will focus on the driver to vehicle control loop and continue to 
analyse the traffic situations from the GCDC but releasing all ties to the RCV specifically except 
the general results of the analysis that can be applied to this new context. From Table 3.7, the 
resulting recommendations R2-R4 will be taken into consideration while continuing the 
enhancement of the HMI in Chapter 4. 
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4 HMI	enhancement	for	safety	
The case study revealed that the HMI of the RCV (See Page 5) had been somewhat neglected 
during the initial phase of development leading up to the GCDC competition which resulted in 
a lack of safe driver-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-driver interaction. These aspects required further 
research for the item definition to be extended towards a more definitive HMI solution. 

The guidelines discussed in Section 2.4 Current HMI Guidelines present many applicable rules 
for safe driver HMI but nothing exists specifically aimed towards safe autonomous driving 
functionality. 

The lower levels of automation implemented in vehicles participating in the GCDC competition 
always intend to use the driver as a final safe state. This creates a high demand on driver’s 
attention and making sure they are awake and focused on the traffic even when not physically 
controlling the vehicle. 

4.1 Manual/Autonomous	Visualization	

Seeing that one of the most critical aspects of the HMI design is ensuring the driver is never 
confused about whether to control the vehicle manually or let it manoeuvre autonomously a 
clear distinction between visual aspects of the dashboard when in manual driving (MD) or 
autonomous driving (AD) mode would be beneficial. Changing the information being presented 
on the dashboard, shifting visual focus between what is essential in each mode is one way, 
having each mode being presented in a particular colour is another to make the distinction 
obvious to the driver. 

The manual mode should present the dashboard containing the expected instruments which 
would be present in any car, with the exception being an addition of a clear indicator signalling 
whether AD mode is currently available or not. This indicator would allow the driver to be 
confident about when a mode switch is possible. This more traditional look of the dashboard 
would also not intimidate or discourage new drivers of the vehicle who may not be planning on 
using any autonomous functionality. The colour theme of the MD mode should try preventing 
alarming the driver in any way, which is why green was the first suggestion. Green is said to be 
a calming colour as well as a colour signalling safety (i.e. green traffic lights showing safe 
passage through traffic) ensuring the driver that the vehicle is operational, and they will 
encounter no issues in driving the car. 

The AD mode has less use of highlighting dashboard instruments like speedometer, tachometer 
or fuel gauge to the driver and should instead focus on providing information ensuring the driver 
that the vehicle is in control. Given the possibilities from the cooperative functionality, the 
dashboard should present its point of view of the road being travelled and surrounding vehicles 
in a third person view, allowing the driver to match the vehicles sensed surroundings with what 
they are observing. The conventional dashboard instruments can still be presented but while 
given a lower visual priority. A suitable colour for the dashboard while in autonomous mode is 
blue, which is a neutral and non-intrusive colour which psychological affects fit in with the 
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intended impressions on the driver of an autonomous vehicle. Blue is said to signal both 
competence [31] and high quality [32] to the user, letting them know that the vehicle is capable 
of handling itself until the next time the driver is alerted. Also, the colours green and blue 
combined symbolises harmony and balance [33]. 

The intended dashboard visual presentation of manual driving mode, transitioning between 
manual and autonomous driving mode and autonomous driving mode are explained further in 
Figure 4.1. The left and right circles being crude illustrations of dashboard speedometer and 
tachometer. 

 

Figure 4.1: Dashboard appearance while in, and transitioning between, Manual and Autonomous driving modes 

  

Manual Driving (MD) 

Transitioning from MD to 
Autonomous Driving (AD) 

Autonomous Driving (AD) 
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4.2 Mode	switching	for	MD/AD	

As concluded above, the HMI needs to distinctly differentiate between MD and AD mode in 
terms of its appearance. Both a change in the colour theme of the dashboard display as well as 
switching from the dashboard style of a manually driven car to showing the AD view of traffic 
and intended road manoeuvres to be performed by the vehicle should be utilised to avoid any 
doubt by the driver and, in turn, unfair transitions or mode confusions (See page 61). However, 
the actual sequence of transition is also of crucial importance. 

Explicitly attempting to answer the second research question concerned with identifying the 
safety-critical aspects of mode switching the following section attempts to develop a safe 
method for switching between autonomous and manual driving modes. However, identifying 
safety concerns using the STPA method next to another method, still to be introduced, allowing 
identifying a situation as either safe or unsafe, introduced by Johansson, Nilsson & Kaalhus in 
their paper on “Safe Transitions of Responsibility in Highly Automated Driving” [6].  

The method used in the example [6] utilized a lever with two positions (AD/MD) and a 
pushbutton for confirmation. The sequence involved asking for the transition of control with 
the pushbutton (first task), awaiting confirmation from the vehicle, and then 
choosing/confirming preferred mode with the lever (second task). Since the assumptions are 
not the same another method for transition might be preferred in our case of lower SAE levels 
(See page 18). In the investigated scenarios (See page 3), the driver must be able to confirm or 
deny (meaning taking back manual control of the vehicle) manoeuvres such as performing a 
lane merge. 

4.2.1 Design	Concept		
Different approaches to what type of constraints should exist around what is counted as a 
successfully entered sequence exist. One approach is requiring the user to enter something with 
somewhat precise timing between sequence inputs, and another requires the user to provide 
several inputs simultaneously. The longer a sequence is in numbers of inputs, the more unlikely 
it becomes for the driver to enter a valid sequence by mistake. Effective sequence meaning that 
only when the vehicle is in certain states would the sequence have any effect, separating 
different functions into several sequences would lessen the chance even further. Assuming this 
is the case, a long and complicated sequence would prove to be the safest in terms of avoiding 
accidental input. However, it must be sufficiently short and uncomplicated to be entered 
correctly when under stress.  

Other requirements of a transition/confirmation sequence include being able to provide it with 
both hands on the steering wheel, intuitively limiting the sequence inputs to controls on and 
around the steering wheel. The sequence length should be limited to two inputs in order to make 
a fast transition possible, preferably one per hand. To further increase the safety of a transition, 
a combination of the points presented above should be preferred. Even if a combination of 
timing and simultaneous input means a more elaborate sequence to perform for the driver, 
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taking into account the potential hazards involved with accidentally transitioning control of the 
vehicle it is essential to ensure a certain level of complexity. 

The GCDC safety analysis provided one concrete recommendation. Since the RCV was planned 
to be fitted with touch screen controls, the analysis shifted towards this as the HMI component 
to be used in competition. However, the conclusion was to trade that line of thought for physical 
switches which are more robust, less complicated, and easier to position according to one's 
needs. This result also fit the conclusions that could be drawn from the available HMI 
guidelines. 

4.2.1.1 Transition	Sequence	Alternatives	

Four different alternatives for a safe transition sequence were considered, all using physical 
switches and a dashboard HMI in line of sight from the driver while controlling the vehicle in 
mind. 

Sequence	Alternative	1:	
1. Pull the lever toward the driver and hold (left hand) 

2. Receive acknowledgement from HMI 

3. Steering wheel tactile button confirms transitions of control/manoeuvres (right hand)  

(Button colour switch depending on mode, matching the rest of the dashboard HMI display, 
feedback of transition) 

Pros: Different types of controls for first and second sequence action. Different types of 
movements for first and second sequence action. Sequence input goes left to right — same 
sequence for performing transitions of control and confirming manoeuvres. 

Cons: Requires holding the lever while awaiting acknowledgement. Perhaps it is too simple of 
a sequence. There is a possibility of the button being unnecessarily complicated. Using the same 
sequence for performing a transition of control and confirming manoeuvres could also be 
detrimental. 
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Sequence	Alternative	2:	
1. Pushbutton to request transition or confirm manoeuvres (left hand) 

2. Receive acknowledgement from HMI 

3. Adjust and lock lever position accordingly when performing a transition of control (right 
hand) 

(Button colour switch depending on mode, matching the rest of the dashboard HMI display, 
feedback of transition) 

Pros: Different types of controls for first and second sequence action. Different types of 
movements for first and second sequence action. Sequence input goes left to right. It is easy to 
confirm manoeuvres by one button push — distinct MD/AD mode visible via lever position. 
The transition of control and confirmation of manoeuvres are separate sequences using the same 
controls. Sequence input goes left to right. 

Cons: It could be easy to accidentally push button initiating the first part of a transition of 
control. Lever position could be challenging to determine at a glance. More complicated lever 
mechanics are required. Confirmation of manoeuvres does not require entering a sequence, and 
accidental confirmations could occur. If the driver wants to resume control of the vehicle while 
being asked to confirm a traffic manoeuvre the controls clash, the first action of both would 
confirm the manoeuvre. 

Sequence	Alternative	3:	
1. Choose AD or MD mode with lever position and pull the lever toward driver and hold 

(left hand) 

2. Receive acknowledgement from HMI 

3. Steering wheel tactile button confirms transitions of control/manoeuvres (right hand)  

(Button colour switch depending on mode, matching the rest of the dashboard HMI display, 
feedback of transition) 

Pros: Different types of controls for first and second sequence action. Different types of 
movements for first and second sequence action. Sequence input goes left to right. It should be 
challenging to perform the entire sequence by mistake (lever position, pull and button 
confirmation) — two-step sequence for manoeuvre confirmation. 
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Cons: Requires holding the lever while awaiting acknowledgement. Lever position could be 
difficult to determine at a glance, in turn, mistakes in transitioning control between MD and 
AD more likely. Hand movement required for the first action might be unnecessarily advanced. 

Sequence	Alternative	4:	
1. Pull the lever toward driver requests control transfer ADàMD. Push lever away from 

driver requests control transfer MDàAD/confirmation. 

2. Receive acknowledgement from HMI 

3. Steering wheel tactile button confirms transitions of control/manoeuvres (right hand) 

(Button colour switch depending on, matching the rest of the dashboard HMI display, feedback 
of transition) 

Pros: The different types of controls for first and second sequence action. Different types of 
movements for first and second sequence action. Sequence input goes left to right. The 
alternative follows the ISO 12214 recommendation that control movements should correlate 
with the actuated control function [1][34]. This because, since pulling the lever towards the 
driver while taking back control from the vehicle and away from the driver and pushing lever 
towards the vehicle while handing over control to the vehicle or responding to the vehicle when 
asking to perform a particular traffic manoeuvre. This sequence might also make transitions 
clearly pronounced for the driver; separating MDàAD and ADàMD/confirmation sequences. 

Cons: Using different types of controls for first and second sequence action. Different types of 
movements are required for the first and second sequence action. The sequence input goes left 
to right. The sequence requires the driver holding the lever while awaiting acknowledgement 
from the vehicle. Using different sequences for transition MDàAD and 
ADàMD/confirmation may confuse the driver. Pushing the lever away from the driver is not 
as easy comfortable a movement as pulling the lever towards the driver (alternative 1 and 3).  
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4.2.1.2 Transition	Sequence	Conclusions	

All the above alternatives use physical controls on and around the steering wheel, forcing the 
driver to keep their hands on the steering wheel as they request a mode switch. The rest of the 
safety analysis will assume that sequence alternative four is being used. Alternative 4 follows 
the control stereotypes mentioned in ISO 12214:2010 concerning Road vehicles - Direction-of-
motion stereotypes for automotive hand controls: “The orientation of and motion of the control 
should correspond to the orientation and motion of the controlled element” [1][34]. Pushing the 
lever away from the driver indicates giving away control of the vehicle, as this also could be 
interpreted as the direction towards the vehicle itself. Pulling the lever towards the driver means 
taking manual control while performing a movement in the direction of the driver. Other 
controls mentioned in this standard as automotive hand controls and therefore also were 
considered are; thumb wheel, toggle, lever, linear-slide controls, rotary and push/pull knobs, 
rocker switches, stalk mounted controls. 

Following the transition of control, having performed the sequence, a transition period will 
follow. This period allows the driver a small window of time to comfortably let go of the vehicle 
pedals and steering wheel while visual and auditory information lets the driver know that the 
vehicle is now transitioning into AD mode or take over the controls of the vehicle when 
transitioning into MD mode. Notice that transitioning into MD mode requires performing the 
sequence while having both hands on the steering wheel.  

Confirmation of manoeuvres in alternative four should be made the same way as control is 
given from MD to AD; pushing the lever away from the driver and confirming the action with 
a button press. Which manoeuvre that is to be confirmed could be informed through an audible 
warning of what type of action is needed from the driver, as well as illustrating on the AD mode 
HMI what the plan is, avoiding confusing the driver which might cause unfair transitions.    
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4.3 Design	of	HMI	Safety	Controller	

To visualise the three different scenarios being analysed a map of the possible state transitions 
in each situation was drawn. These charts assume both the driver and the vehicle itself are 
capable of handling the vehicle while in control. The biggest question of safety with these 
assumptions arises when the driver does not assume control of the vehicle even though he is 
being asked and later warned, that a transition from vehicle control (AD/Autonomous Driver) 
to manual control (MD/Manual Driver) is necessary. These situations are similar in all scenarios 
and are discussed after the state transition maps have been presented. All states where the driver 
is in control are green and marked MD. All states where the vehicle is in control are blue and 
marked AD. Transitions between states can either be triggered by the manual driver, in which 
case the condition starts with “MD:”, or by the autonomous driving module, in which case the 
condition starts with “AD:”. 

To clarify, a correctly performed transition/confirmation sequence is entered as follows. 

1. 1st input; Push lever (for àAD and confirmation) or Pull lever (for àMD) and hold  

2. Await HMI acknowledgement 

3. 2nd input; Push button within the time window (before AD: Timeout to the previous 
state)  
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4.3.1 Highway	Merge	Scenario	
The state transition map of the highway merge scenario, shown in Figure 4.2, shows the possible 
ways the driver and the vehicle interact in order to transfer control of the vehicle to one another, 
as well as showing the procedure when confirmation is needed to complete the merge. In all 
states marked as being AD controlled, the driver can always transfer control back to the manual. 
When a transition of control has been initiated but not completed, depending on the situation, a 
timeout will be reached and in the worst case of driver unresponsiveness results in the vehicle 
moving into AD safe state. 

 
Figure 4.2: Mode transitions - Highway merge scenario  

Driver is a threat 
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4.3.2 Emergency	Vehicle	Scenario	
As described in the GCDC scenario description, the emergency vehicle (EV) was to inform all 
vehicles ahead, which in turn pass the information forward among themselves, where it was 
going to pass. The scenario starts with all vehicles platooning and each vehicle calculates a 
plan, together with the platoon of vehicles, to minimize loss of speed but allow sufficient room 
for the EV to pass safely, this without any confirmation or response from the driver. The 
situation differs, however, if the EV is detected while currently in AD or MD mode. The 
situation, if detected in AD mode, is described in Figure 4.3; this is the way the vehicles were 
intended to perform in the GCDC competition. 

 

Figure 4.3: Mode transitions - Emergency Vehicle scenario, detected in AD mode  

If the EV would be detected while in MD mode, however, the driver should be presented with 
the option of allowing AD to perform the necessary manoeuvre or receiving the intended 
instructions from the EV containing which side it will be passing and what speed to maintain 
in order to make the passing as safe as possible. The second option is to when informed about 
the approaching EV, transfer control to AD and allow the vehicle to steer clear of the passing 
EV, presented in Figure 4.4. The fully autonomous option could allow the vehicles involved to 
potentially negotiate a better, minimalizing loss of speed among the vehicles being passed and 
safer passing of the EV.  
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Figure 4.4: Mode transitions - Emergency Vehicle scenario, detected in MD mode 

4.3.3 T-intersection	Scenario	
The final scenario involves a cooperative T-intersection, intending to show the benefits of 
vehicles communicating and negotiating before entering the intersection and is shown in Figure 
4.5. Each vehicle broadcasts their intention (straight, left or right) to the others and a plan to 
move through the intersection, all while negotiating the minimizing of speed loss. This 
execution would be the case ideal in a fully cooperative intersection. If one, however, would 
allow manually driven vehicles to participate, the benefits gained by trusting the vehicles 
cooperative calculations passing through the intersection at a higher velocity could be traded 
for a safety risk instead. 
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Figure 4.5: Mode transitions - T-intersection scenario 

The idea of a cooperative intersection involves, with traffic incoming from several directions, 
close encounters among the vehicles in order to optimize through the passing of the intersection. 
The closer the vehicles are allowed to each other, the more there is to gain with the cooperative 
functionality. At lower levels of autonomy, as SAE L1-L2 used in GCDC 2016, allowing the 
driver to perform an ADàMD switch could prove dangerous for all vehicles involved in the 
intersection unless the distances negotiated between vehicles are calculated taking into account 
the reaction time of a driver resuming control of a vehicle during the passing of the intersection. 
A driver suddenly taking control of a vehicle could also prove surprising, scaring the other 
vehicles/drivers involved. Therefore, allowing temporary SAE4 in these critical situations 
should prove both safer and more beneficial for traffic flow. The state of SAE4, locking the 
driver out temporarily, should not last longer than providing safe passage through the 
intersection.   

  

Driver is a threat 
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4.4 Driver	Responsiveness	

When, as shown in several of the state transition maps, the driver fails to respond to ADàMD 
required transition warnings it is up to the vehicle to find a safe state trying to ensure not injuring 
the driver or anyone else. After the timeout for the warning has been reached, the vehicle is to 
communicate with surrounding vehicles that the driver is unresponsive and engage in finding 
the least intrusive safe way out of the situation, which could vary with the situation causing the 
vehicle to seek the driver’s attention. This situation is presented in the previously presented 
mode transition maps as “àSafe state”, the state following a driver warning. This safe 
manoeuvre would mean steering away from possibly immediate danger and the stationary state 
being following the vehicle ahead or keeping a low speed until it is safe to stop the vehicle 
entirely (safe state). An example of the actions that should be taken by the vehicle is listed 
below. 

1. AD asking for MD 

2. AD warning MD 

Following driver response timeout (warning signal continues/intensifies): 

3. Attempt AD normal mode 

4. Safe manoeuvre  

5. Stationary state 

6. Safe state 

This type of emergency way out if something were to happen to the driver could be argued to 
be a function of only SAE levels 3-5. However, temporarily allowing the vehicle to be in full 
control in critical situations like this, similar to the example of the T-intersection finding a safe 
state if the driver is for example temporarily impaired, would make a difference for the better 
safety wise. The difference from the T-intersection being that the driver in this chain of events 
is always encouraged to take control of the vehicle while the intersection scenario could prove 
safer locking the driver out of the loop for a short period of time. 
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5 HMI	Safety	analyses	
The introduction of a mode transition control sequence according to the selected fourth 
alternative introduces some new control actions between driver and vehicle, extending the HMI 
parts of the item definition. The extension of the item definition, not being part of the initial 
safety analysis, required another driver to supervisor STPA to be performed, considering the 
mode transition protocols of scenarios that have been further analysed according to the idea of 
a two-step transition sequence and using additional control actions; 

1. Lever pull  (1st input for transition ADàMD) 

2. Lever push  (1st input for transition MDàAD / 1st input for confirmation of manoeuvre) 

3. Button push  (2nd transition / 2nd confirmation action) 

A second STPA is also performed, extending the supervisor-to-driver analysis already made 
with the new warnings and messages the vehicle HMI has as its disposal to communicate with 
the driver. The HMI needs to be able to inform the driver;  

1. When AD is available 

2. When AD wants to hand over control to MD (asking) 

3. When AD wants to hand over control to MD (warning) 

4. When AD requests driver confirmation 

5. When the first switch/confirmation action is acknowledged 

Both extended analyses could benefit from not only using the hazards from the initial analysis 
but also the additional hazards of mode confusion and unfair transitions as [1][6] suggests as 
two dangerous situations when discussing the safety of mode switching. Assuming these two 
hazards could in worst case scenarios lead to the previously defined hazards and therefore also 
lead to the initially defined accidents, only these two new hazards are considered in the extended 
analysis. “Mode confusion” is the term for when the driver and the vehicle disagree on who 
should be in control at that moment, the possibilities for hazardous mode confusion being; 

1. The driver believes the vehicle is in AD mode while in MD mode (resulting in no 
“driver”) 

2. The driver believes the vehicle is in MD mode while in AD mode (resulting in two 
“drivers”) 

While “unfair transitions” are defined in the article as two possible situations where either the 
AD does not condone with MD driving tactics, resulting in AD asking for control of the vehicle, 
or MD not understanding AD driving tactics, getting worried something is malfunctioning and 
asking for manual control of the vehicle. This would be the case at SAE L3 and above, but at 
SAE L1 and L2 there is no such thing as an unfair transition from MD to AD by definition 
seeing that the person driving is always ultimately responsible for monitoring of driving 
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environment and being ready take over steering and acceleration controls of the vehicle when 
needed. However, it could be the case if the AD is in control, but the driver feels they suddenly 
have to take control, feeling insecure about the AD performance. These situations would 
probably not occur while the vehicle is merely platooning, but when it is performing 
manoeuvres such as switching lanes or recalculating a route resulting in an off-ramp for 
example. These two examples being situations in which taking back control could prove 
dangerous, which is why it is essential that the driver is kept aware of the intended movement 
of the vehicle via the HMI. These actions at lower levels where drivers are aware that the 
autonomous driving functionality of the vehicle is not defined as safety aware might lead to 
these situations occurring more often, perhaps these types of manoeuvres should always require 
a confirmation from the driver before execution as in the example of the GCDC highway merge. 
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5.1 STPA	Method	

The two new, more closely related to HMI and mode switching, hazards in the following 
sections of results are listed after the description of each UCA in Table 5.1 as 

 [MC] for “Mode confusion” (See page 61) 

 [UT] for “Unfair transition” (See page 61) 

If a hazard is listed as related to a position in the table, it is an unsafe situation to be considered. 
The results presented are excerpts from A-STPA, also showing how the software organises 
UCAs and SCs [1][27]. 

5.1.1 STPA	Step	1	–	DriveràSupervisor	
Below, Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 summarises the results of the STPA analysis performed on the 
newly introduced driver-to-vehicle control actions following the HMI-related item 
enhancement presented in Chapter 5. The results are presented as complete descriptions of the 
potentially dangerous situation which the SCs go on to reformulate UCAs as high-level 
demands on the system related to driver-to-vehicle interaction. The final result was a total of 
12 safety constraints, after duplicates were removed, related to DriveràSupervisor (DS-SC2s) 
control actions to enforce during further development.  
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Table 5.1: UCAs derived from analysis of enhanced item definition DriveràSupervisor control actions 

Control Action 
Not providing causes 

hazard 
Providing causes 

hazard 
Wrong timing or order 

causes hazard 

Stopped too soon or 
applied too long 
causes hazard 

Lever pull  
(1st transition 

ADàMD) 

Not pulling the lever when 
AD is asking or warning 
about a switch to MD 

[MC][UT] 

Pulling the lever by 
mistake and followed by 

button push (confirmation 
of transition) when in AD 

mode 
[MC] 

Not performing mode 
switching sequence 
correctly (awaiting 

acknowledgement and 
confirming with button 
push) while in AD mode 
and asked or warned to 

switch to MD 
[MC] 

Lever pull stopped before 
receiving an 

acknowledgement from 
HMI to confirm switch 
with driver believing 

switch was made 
[MC] Pulling lever even though 

AD is in full control, not 
recognizing AD’s driving 

tactic. The switch may be 
unnecessary and occur in 

an unsafe situation 
[UT] 

Lever push 
(1st transition 

MDàAD/ 
1st confirmation) 

Not pushing lever when 
AD is asking or warning 

driver to provide the 
confirmation of a traffic 

maneuver 
[MC][UT] 

Pushing lever by mistake 
and followed by button 
push (confirmation of 

transition) when in MD 
mode and AD is available 

[MC] 

Pushing button before 
pushing the lever 
[Not hazardous] 

Stopped pushing lever 
before receiving an 

acknowledgement from 
the HMI to confirm switch 

with driver believing 
switch was made 

[MC] 

Pushing lever by mistake 
and followed by button 
push (confirmation of 
transition) when in AD 

mode and awaiting 
confirmation 

[MC] 

Stopped pushing lever 
before receiving an 

acknowledgement from 
the HMI to confirm 

confirmation of 
manoeuvre with driver 
believing confirmation 

was made 
[UT] 

Pushing lever trying to 
perform a mode switch 
from MDàAD with AD 

unavailable 
[MC] 

Button push 
(2nd transition 
/confirmation) 

When performing a mode 
switch having performed 

the first action, driver 
believing to have pushed 

the button 
[MC] 

Pushing the button by 
mistake preceded by lever 

push in MD mode (first 
action of transition) with 

AD available 
[MC] 

Button push before 
receiving an 

acknowledgement that 
first action has been 

received 
[MC] 

 

When performing a 
manoeuvre confirmation 
having performed the first 
action, driver believing to 
have pushed the button 

[MC] 

Pushing the button by 
mistake preceded by lever 
pull (first action of 
transition) in AD mode 

[MC][UT] 
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Table 5.2: Corresponding safety constraints derived from enhanced item definition DriveràSupervisor UCAs 

Unsafe Control Actions Corresponding Safety Constraints 

DS-UCA-1 
Not pulling the lever when AD is asking or 

warning about a switch to MD 
DS-SC1-1 

When the driver is asked/warned to ADàMD, 
they should pull the lever to initiate switch 

DS-UCA-2 
Pulling the lever by mistake and followed by 

button push (confirmation of transition) when in 
AD mode 

DS-SC1-2 
The switch sequence must be sufficiently 
complicated not to be entered by mistake 

DS-UCA-3 
Pulling lever even though AD is in full control, not 

recognizing AD’s driving tactic. The switch may 
be unnecessary and occur in an unsafe situation 

DS-SC1-3 
The HMI must distinctly visualise the upcoming 

intended driving manoeuvres to the driver 

DS-UCA-4 

Not performing mode switching sequence 
correctly (awaiting acknowledgement and 

confirming with button push) while in AD mode 
and asked or warned to switch to MD 

DS-SC1-4 
The switch sequence must be sufficiently simple 

to be entered correctly 

DS-UCA-5 
Lever pull stopped before receiving an 

acknowledgement from HMI to confirm switch 
with driver believing switch was made 

DS-SC1-5 
Driver must keep pulling the lever until receiving 
an acknowledgement before confirming with the 

button push 

DS-UCA-6 
Not pushing lever when AD is asking or warning 

driver to provide the confirmation of a traffic 
manoeuvre 

DS-SC1-6 
When the driver is asked or warned to confirm 
AD manoeuvre, they should push the lever to 

initiate confirmation 

DS-UCA-7 
Pushing lever by mistake and followed by button 

push (confirmation of transition) when in MD 
mode and AD is available 

DS-SC1-7 
The switch sequence must be sufficiently 
complicated not to be entered by mistake 

DS-UCA-8 
Pushing lever by mistake and followed by button 

push (confirmation of transition) when in AD 
mode and awaiting confirmation 

DS-SC1-8 
The switch sequence must be sufficiently 
complicated not to be entered by mistake 

DS-UCA-9 
Pushing lever trying to perform a mode switch 

from MDàAD with AD unavailable 
DS-SC1-9 

The switch sequence MDàAD must only be 
possible with AD available signal l 

DS-UCA-10 
Stopped pushing lever before receiving an 

acknowledgement from the HMI to confirm 
switch with driver believing switch was made 

DS-SC1-10 
Driver must push the lever until receiving an 

acknowledgement to confirm the switch 

DS-UCA-11 

Stopped pushing lever before receiving an 
acknowledgement from the HMI to confirm 

confirmation of manoeuvre with driver believing 
confirmation was made 

DS-SC1-11 
Driver must push the lever until receiving an 

acknowledgement to perform the manoeuvre 
confirmation 

DS-UCA-12 
When performing a mode switch having 

performed the first action, driver believing to 
have pushed the button 

DS-SC1-12 
The HMI must be visually and auditorily clear 

about whether a switch has been made 

DS-UCA-13 
When performing a manoeuvre confirmation 

having performed the first action, driver 
believing to have pushed the button 

DS-SC1-13 
The HMI must be visually and auditorily clear 
about whether a confirmation has been made 

DS-UCA-14 
Pushing the button by mistake preceded by lever 
push in MD mode (first action of transition) with 

AD available 
DS-SC1-14 

The switch sequence must be sufficiently 
complicated not to be entered by mistake 

DS-UCA-15 
Pushing the button by mistake preceded by lever 

pull (first action of transition) in AD mode 
DS-SC1-15 

The switch sequence must be sufficiently 
complicated not to be entered by mistake 

DS-UCA-16 
Button push before receiving an 

acknowledgement that first action has been 
received 

DS-SC1-16 
Button push for confirmation should be effective 

only after the acknowledgement is received 
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The full list of DS-SC1s showed some identical results corresponding with several UCAs. The 
final, refined to DS-SC2s, list which can be viewed in Table 5.3 reads: 

Table 5.3: Final, refined, list of DriveràSupervisor safety constraints 

Safety Constraints (DriveràSupervisor) 

DS-SC2-1 When the driver is asked or warned to ADàMD, they should pull the lever to initiate a switch 

DS-SC2-2 The switch sequence must be sufficiently complicated not to be entered by mistake 

DS-SC2-3 The switch sequence must be sufficiently simple to be entered correctly 

DS-SC2-4 Driver must keep pulling the lever until receiving an acknowledgement before confirming with a 
button push 

DS-SC2-5 The HMI must distinctly visualise the upcoming intended driving manoeuvres to the driver 

DS-SC2-6 When the driver is asked/warned to confirm AD manoeuvre, they should push the lever to initiate 
confirmation 

DS-SC2-7 The switch sequence MDàAD must only be possible with AD available signal 

DS-SC2-8 Driver must push the lever until receiving an acknowledgement to confirm the switch 

DS-SC2-9 Driver must push the lever until receiving an acknowledgement to perform the manoeuvre 
confirmation 

DS-SC2-10 The HMI must be visually and auditorily clear about whether a switch has been made 

DS-SC2-11 The HMI must be visually and auditorily clear about whether a confirmation has been made 

DS-SC2-12 Button push for confirmation should be effective only after the acknowledgement is received 
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5.1.2 STPA	Step	1	–	SupervisoràDriver	
Below, Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 summarises the results of the STPA analysis performed on the 
newly introduced driver-to-vehicle control actions following the HMI-related item 
enhancement presented in Chapter 5. The results are presented as complete descriptions of the 
potentially dangerous situation which the SCs go on to reformulate UCAs as high-level 
demands on the system related to vehicle-to-driver interaction. 

Table 5.4: UCAs derived from analysis of enhanced item definition SupervisoràDriver control action actions 

Control Action Not providing causes 
hazard 

Providing causes 
hazard 

Wrong timing or order 
causes hazard 

Stopped too soon or 
applied too long 
causes hazard 

AD Available 

If driver performs 
MDàAD sequence not 
knowing AD is actually 

available. 
[MC] 

If driver falsely believes 
AD is available and tries 

to perform MDàAD 
[MC] 

 If AD available signal 
stays active after AD 

functionality is no longer 
available 
[MC][UT] 

Not showing AD available 
signal when AD is 

available 
[MC][UT] 

Showing AD available 
when AD isn't available 

[MC] 

ADàMD Switch 
request (asking) 

Not providing ADàMD 
switch request when a 

switch ADàMD is 
needed 

[MC] 

Providing ADàMD 
switch request when a 
switch ADàMD isn't 

needed [MC] 

The weaker "asking" 
signal for driver attention 

should always come 
before "warning" for 

ADàMD switch 
[UT] 

Switch request not 
turning off after 

transition ADàMD is 
complete 

[MC] Sending ADàMD switch 
request when in MD 

mode 
[Not Hazardous] 

ADàMD Switch 
request (warning) 

Not providing ADàMD 
switch request when a 

switch ADàMD is 
required 

[MC] 

Providing ADàMD 
switch request when a 
switch ADàMD is not 

required [MC] 

The stronger "warning" 
signal for driver attention 
should always come after 

"asking" for ADàMD 
switch 
[UT] 

Switch request not 
turning off after 

transition ADàMD is 
complete 

[MC] Sending confirmation 
request when in MD 

mode 
[Not Hazardous] 

ADàMD 
Confirmation 

request 

Not providing 
confirmation request 

when driver 
confirmation of a 

manoeuvre is required 
[MC][UT] 

When driver 
confirmation of a 
manoeuvre is not 

required 
[MC] 

Sending confirmation 
request before situation 
requiring confirmation 

[MC][UT] 

If confirmation request 
is visible after the 

confirmation sequence 
is entered correctly 

[UT] 
Sending confirmation 
request when in MD 

mode 
[MC][UT] 

If confirmation request 
is stopped before the 

confirmation sequence 
is entered correctly 

[UT] 

Acknowledgement 
of 1st Switch or 

Confirmation action 

If an acknowledgement is 
not sent when the driver 
enters the first action of 

switch sequence 
[UT] 

If an acknowledgement is 
sent when the driver has 

not entered the first 
action of switch 

sequence 
[MC][UT] 

If an acknowledgement is 
delayed when the driver 
enters the first action of 

switch sequence 
[MC][UT] 

If an acknowledgement is 
visible after the second 

action is performed 
correctly 
[MC][UT] 

If an acknowledgement is 
not sent when the driver 
enters the first action of 
confirmation sequence 

[MC][UT] 

If an acknowledgement is 
sent when the driver has 

not entered the first 
action of confirmation 

sequence 
[MC][UT] 

If an acknowledgement 
is delayed when the 

driver enters the first 
action of confirmation 

sequence 
[MC][UT] 

If an acknowledgement 
is stopped before the 

second action is 
performed correctly 

[MC][UT] 
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Table 5.5: Corresponding safety constraints derived from enhanced item definition SupervisoràDriver UCAs 

Unsafe Control Actions Corresponding Safety Constraints 

SD-UCA-1 If the driver performs MDàAD sequence not 
knowing AD is actually available. 

SD-SC-1 MDàAD sequence should only be available/valid if 
AD available signal is active 

SD-UCA-2 Not showing AD available signal when AD is 
available 

SD-SC-2 Only when AD functionality is available AD available 
signal should be active 

SD-UCA-3 If driver falsely believes AD is available and 
tries to perform MDàAD 

SD-SC-3 MDàAD sequence should only be available/valid if 
AD available signal is active 

SD-UCA-4 Showing AD available when AD is not available SD-SC-4 Only when AD functionality is available AD available 
signal should be active 

SD-UCA-5 If AD available signal stays active after AD 
functionality is no longer available 

SD-SC-5 When AD functionality is no longer available, the AD 
available signal must instantly switch off 

SD-UCA-6 Not providing ADàMD switch request when a 
switch ADàMD is needed 

SD-SC-6 When an ADàMD switch is needed the ADàMD 
switch request must be active 

SD-UCA-7 Providing ADàMD switch request when a 
switch ADàMD is not needed 

SD-SC-7 Only when an ADàMD switch is needed should the 
ADàMD switch request be sent 

SD-UCA-8 
The weaker "asking" signal for driver attention 

should always come before "warning" for 
ADàMD switch 

SD-SC-8 First, use the less intrusive "asking" signal to alert 
driver, then if needed use "warning" 

SD-UCA-9 Switch request not turning off after transition 
ADàMD is complete 

SD-SC-9 When the ADàMD sequence is complete the 
ADàMD switch request must no longer be active 

SD-UCA-10 Not providing ADàMD switch request when a 
switch ADàMD is required 

SD-SC-10 When an ADàMD switch is needed the ADàMD 
switch request must be active 

SD-UCA-11 Providing ADàMD switch request when a 
switch ADàMD is not required 

SD-SC-11 Only when an ADàMD switch is needed should the 
ADàMD switch request be sent 

SD-UCA-12 
The stronger "warning" signal for driver 

attention should always come after "asking" 
for ADàMD switch 

SD-SC-12 First, use the less intrusive "asking" signal to alert 
driver, then if needed use "warning" 

SD-UCA-13 Switch request not turning off after transition 
ADàMD is complete 

SD-SC-13 When the ADàMD sequence is complete the 
ADàMD switch request must no longer be active 

SD-UCA-14 Not providing confirmation request when 
driver confirmation of a manoeuvre is required 

SD-SC-14 When driver confirmation is needed the 
confirmation request must be visible to the driver 

SD-UCA-15 When driver confirmation of a manoeuvre is 
not required 

SD-SC-15 Only when driver confirmation is needed should the 
confirmation request be sent 

SD-UCA-16 Sending confirmation request when in MD 
mode 

SD-SC-16 Confirmation requests should only be sent in AD 
mode 

SD-UCA-17 Sending confirmation request before situation 
requiring confirmation 

SD-SC-17 
Only when driver confirmation is needed should the 

confirmation request be sent 

SD-UCA-18 If confirmation request is visible after the 
confirmation sequence is entered correctly 

SD-SC-18 
When confirmation sequence is completed the 

confirmation request should no longer be visible 

SD-UCA-19 If confirmation request is stopped before the 
confirmation sequence is entered correctly 

SD-SC-19 
The confirmation request must be visible until the 

confirmation sequence is complete 

SD-UCA-20 
If an acknowledgement is not sent when the 

driver enters the first action of switch 
sequence 

SD-SC-20 
When the driver pulls/pushes and holSD lever during 
a sufficient amount of time acknowledgement from 

the HMI should appear 
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SD-UCA-21 
If an acknowledgement is not sent when the 
driver enters the first action of confirmation 

sequence 
SD-SC-21 

When the driver pulls/pushes and holds lever during 
a sufficient amount of time acknowledgement from 

the HMI should appear 

SD-UCA-22 
If an acknowledgement is sent when the driver 

has not entered the first action of switch 
sequence 

SD-SC-22 
Acknowledgement should only be sent when the 

driver performs the first action of sequence during a 
sufficient amount of time 

SD-UCA-23 
If an acknowledgement is sent when the driver 
has not entered the first action of confirmation 

sequence 
SD-SC-23 

Acknowledgement should only be sent when the 
driver performs the first action of sequence during a 

sufficient amount of time 

SD-UCA-24 
If an acknowledgement is delayed when the 

driver enters the first action of switch 
sequence 

SD-SC-24 
The timing of the acknowledgement must be the 

same every time the first action is performed 

SD-UCA-25 
If an acknowledgement is delayed when the 
driver enters the first action of confirmation 

sequence 
SD-SC-25 

The timing of the acknowledgement must be the 
same every time the first action is performed 

SD-UCA-26 If an acknowledgement is visible after the 
second action is performed correctly 

SD-SC-26 
When the confirmation sequence is complete, the 

confirmation request must no longer be active 

SD-UCA-27 If an acknowledgement is stopped before the 
second action is performed correctly 

SD-SC-27 
When the confirmation sequence is complete, the 

confirmation request must no longer be active 
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The result was a total of 27 safety constraints related to SupervisoràDriver (SD-SC1s), and 17 
after duplicates were removed (SD-SC2s), control actions to enforce during further 
development. The full list of SD-SC1s showed some identical results corresponding with 
several UCAs. The final, refined to SD-SC2s, list can be viewed in Table 5.6 reads: 

Table 5.6: Final, refined, list of SupervisoràDriver safety constraints 

Safety Constraints (SupervisoràDriver) 

SD-SC2-1 MDàAD sequence should only be available/valid if AD available signal is active 

SD-SC2-2 Only when AD functionality is available AD available signal should be active 

SD-SC2-3 When AD functionality is no longer available, the AD available signal must instantly switch off 

SD-SC2-4 When an ADàMD switch is needed the ADàMD switch request must be active 

SD-SC2-5 Only when an ADàMD switch is needed should the ADàMD switch request be sent 

SD-SC2-6 First, use the less intrusive "asking" signal to alert driver, then if needed use "warning" 

SD-SC2-7 When the ADàMD sequence is complete the ADàMD switch request must no longer be active 

SD-SC2-8 When an ADàMD switch is needed the ADàMD switch request must be active 

SD-SC2-9 Only when an ADàMD switch is needed should the ADàMD switch request be sent 

SD-SC2-10 When driver confirmation is needed the confirmation request must be visible to the driver 

SD-SC2-11 Only when driver confirmation is needed should the confirmation request be sent 

SD-SC2-12 The confirmation request must be visible until the confirmation sequence is complete 

SD-SC2-13 Confirmation requests should only be sent in AD mode 

SD-SC2-14 When the confirmation sequence is complete, the confirmation request must no longer be active 

SD-SC2-15 
When the driver pulls/pushes and holds lever during a sufficient amount of time acknowledgement 

from the HMI should appear 

SD-SC2-16 The timing of the acknowledgement must be the same every time the first action is performed 

SD-SC2-17 
Acknowledgement should only be sent when the driver performs the first action of sequence during 

a sufficient amount of time 
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5.2 Safe	Transition	Method	

Another, less generally applicable safety analysis method, for analysing which factors could 
jeopardise a safe transition in an autonomous vehicle is suggested in [1][6]. This method was 
developed for the purposes of that paper specifically and could provide a different perspective 
from the extended driver-vehicle STPA analysis. The paper, however, discusses a fully 
autonomous vehicle with the assumptions of AD always being a safe state, and the driver always 
being available and also considered a safe state. To match the purposes of this thesis; the 
assumptions are altered to match the lower levels of automation and the scenarios being 
analysed.  

The STPA analysis performed for the chosen transition sequence (alternative 4) resulted in 
some SCs that should be implemented as requirements on an HMI system making use of the 
same selected sequence. This new method focuses on investigating the consequences of driver 
mistakes, E/E failures or a combination of both. As in the extended STPA, the “hazards” 
considered here are unfair transitions and mode confusion (See page 61). Since the method 
takes into consideration hardware failures of associated components, it could serve as a useful 
complement or alternative to performing step 2 of the STPA analysis when only considering 
the driver-vehicle loop seeing the low number of components involved that could fail. The 
method is also versatile in that the categories to be analysed in order to see if they could 
contribute to either an unfair transition or mode confusion can be picked to match the HMI 
system on which it is applied, in the paper they consider HMI failure (i.e. fault in lever) and 
driver mistakes (i.e. incorrect behaviour). The combination of the columns then leads to a 
consequence which is then deemed as being safe or unsafe. 

5.2.1 Applying	Method	for	Safe	Transition	
All possible failures found in each category are considered for each possible state of the system, 
all of which are presented in the state transition maps. This meaning all combinations of 
possible failures are analysed for each state. The example presented in [1][6] offers a more 
straightforward protocol of states given their vehicle assumption of SAE L4 being able to 
handle all traffic situations AD is presented with resulting in ten states total for the complete 
operation of the vehicle in MD and AD mode. Lowering the SAE levels to L1/L2 and analysing 
only the three scenarios taken into consideration in this thesis results in a significantly higher 
number of states which is why only one scenario, the highway merge, is further investigated 
using this second method. The highway merge scenario presents 16 possible states and suits the 
analysis seeing it also involves the driver confirmation to perform the merge as well as the 
standard transitions of control between the driver and the vehicle. 

The HMI components involved, which now are being analysed for consequences in the event 
of failure, are the same as the ones analysed as control actions in part 1 of the extended STPA 
analysis.   
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Driver to vehicle controls: 

• Lever pull (1st action of Switch ADàMD) 

• Lever push (1st action of Switch MDàAD / 1st confirmation)  

• Button push (2nd action of Switch / confirmation) 

Vehicle to driver signals: 

• AD is available 

• AD wants to hand over control to MD (asking) 

• AD wants to hand over control to MD (warning) 

• AD requests confirmation from the driver 

• Acknowledgement of first switch or confirmation action 

All possible failures of these HMI components and combinations of the failure of multiple 
components or driver mistakes where applicable are then listed and entered into a table structure 
to analyse their consequences and whether they could present a hazard. When the failure of a 
specific component is of interest is decided by what state the vehicle is currently in and what 
control actions or vehicle signals are involved in transferring to another state, and it is assumed 
only the controls necessary for a jump between two states can perform the transition. 

5.2.2 Merge	Scenario	Analysis	–	Safe	Transition	Method	
The method was altered slightly, using the column heading “driver behaviour” instead of 
“driver mistake” to make things clearer seeing that in the original paper they often stated both 
“correct” and “incorrect” behaviour in the cells connected with driver mistakes. Also, to make 
sure no scenario potentially unsafe scenario was left out, a list of all possible combinations 
between failures and vehicle state was generated much like the suggested rigorous method of 
finding UCAs in STPA step 1 and presented in the MIT course in system safety held by Nancy 
Leveson and John Thomas [35]. The method, developed by John Thomas, takes the STAMP 
model which to analyse and combines a source, control action all potential contexts of the 
process model and writes out all of these combinations and later considers if they are potentially 
unsafe. From this list, many combinations of failures and states had no effect which could lead 
to a hazard in the current state, and these are marked not applicable (N/A) with a safety result 
of “safe”. The rows containing these combinations in the analysis can be viewed in Appendix 
1.   

The method was also extended to include faulty messages being shown, not only the failure of 
presenting the driver with a correct message but a faulty message being sent by the vehicle. 
However, faulty messages presented to the driver often result in the same possibly hazardous 
scenario. The HMI component errors listed as “ADàMD asking initiated (faulty)”, “ADàMD 
warning initiated (faulty)”, “Confirm request shown (faulty)” and “Acknowledgement shown 
(faulty)” which appear in all states of the analysis often result in the same consequence, since 
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these signals are faulty the vehicle should be able to keep performing as usual. However, the 
most likely chain of events is that the driver could become confused about receiving signals out 
of their proper place or react to being asked/warned about taking control of the vehicle resulting 
in them doing so; performing a mode switch to MD. The few instances where they could have 
another effect are included as individual results of the analysis. The other rows containing these 
HMI component failures in the analysis can be viewed in Appendix 1, marked with an asterisk. 

The combinations of state and component failure that could have an effect were further 
examined, combined with possible driver behaviour at the time of failure and summarized in 
the consequence column are listed in the abbreviated analysis results presented in Table 5.7. 
Also presented in the column of consequences is the related possible hazard, as in the STPA 
UCA results these are either mode confusion (MC) or unfair transition (UT) where applicable. 
The table states listed in the first column are those defined by the “Highway merge scenario”, 
Figure 4.2 (See page 56). 

Table 5.7: Merge scenario analysis partial results using rigorous safe transition method 

State HMI component failure Driver behaviour Consequence Result 
MD 

NormalDrive 
AD available message shown 

(faulty) 
Driver attempts MDàAD switch 

Does not work, stays in “MD Normal 
drive” [MC] 

Unsafe 

MD 
ADAvailable 

AD available message not shown Driver awaits AD available Stay in current state Safe 

MD 
ADAvailable 

AD available message not shown Driver performs mode switch Initiate MDàAD mode switch Safe 

MD 
ADAvailable 

Lever push detected (faulty) Driver initiates sequence Initiate MDàAD mode switch Safe 

MD 
ADAvailable 

Lever push detected (faulty) Driver does nothing Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
ADAvailable 

Lever push not detected Any behaviour Stay in current state Safe 

MD 
ADRequested 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver awaits acknowledgement Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
ADRequested 

Acknowledgement shown 
(faulty) 

Driver misses timing of sequence 
because of early false 

acknowledgement 
Timeout to "MD AD Available" [MC] Unsafe 

MD 
ADRequested 

AD available message not shown Driver awaits AD available Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
ADRequested 

AD available message not shown Driver performs mode switch Continue MDàAD mode switch Safe 

MD 
ADRequested 

Lever pull detected (faulty) 
Driver not intending to abort mode 

switch 
Timeout to "MD AD Available" [MC] Unsafe 

MD 
ADRequested 

Lever pull not detected Driver intending to abort mode switch Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
ADRequested 

Lever push detected (faulty) Not yet ready for mode switch Continue MDàAD mode switch Safe 

MD 
ADRequested 

Lever push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
ADPrepared 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver awaits acknowledgement Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
ADPrepared 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver completes sequence Complete MDàAD mode switch Safe 

MD 
ADPrepared 

AD available message not shown Driver awaits AD available Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
ADPrepared 

AD available message not shown Driver performs mode switch Complete MDàAD mode switch Safe 

MD 
ADPrepared 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour Complete MDàAD mode switch Safe 

MD 
ADPrepared 

Button push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
ADPrepared 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Not intending to cancel sequence Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
ADPrepared 

Lever pull not detected Intending to cancel sequence Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 
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MD 
ADPrepared 

Lever push detected (faulty) Not yet ready for mode switch Complete MDàAD mode switch [MC] Unsafe 

MD 
ADPrepared 

Lever push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

AD available message not shown Driver believes faulty AD unavailability Initiates ADàMD mode switch [UT] Unsafe 

AD 
Platooning 

AD available message not shown Driver ignores faulty AD unavailability Stay in state "AD Platooning" Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Driver initiates sequence 
Initiate switch from ADàMD. Timeout: 

stay in state "AD Platooning" 
Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Driver ignores faulty lever pull signal Timeout: stay in state "AD Platooning" Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to initiate switch from 

ADàMD. Stay in state "AD Platooning" 
[MC][UT] 

Unsafe 

AD 
AlignGap_AdaptSpeed 

AD available message not shown Driver performs mode switch ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
AlignGap_AdaptSpeed 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour Stay in current state Safe 

AD 
AlignGap_AdaptSpeed 

Button push not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to initiate switch from ADàMD 

[MC][UT] 
Unsafe 

AD 
AlignGap_AdaptSpeed 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Tries to complete sequence ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
AlignGap_AdaptSpeed 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to initiate switch from ADàMD 

[MC][UT] 
Unsafe 

AD 
MergeRequested 

AD available message not shown Driver ignores AD unavailability Initiates merge confirmation Safe 

AD 
MergeRequested 

AD available message not shown Driver believes faulty AD unavailability Initiates ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
MergeRequested 

Button push detected (faulty) Driver pulling lever Initiates merge confirmation [UT] Unsafe 

AD 
MergeRequested 

Button push not detected Any behaviour 
No effect before 1st action. Stay in 

current state 
Safe 

AD 
MergeRequested 

Confirm request not shown Any behaviour 
No effect before 1st action. Stay in 

current state 
Safe 

AD 
MergeRequested 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Merge confirmation sequence aborted 
Merge denied to "AD MD Requested" 

[MC] 
Unsafe 

AD 
MergeRequested 

Lever pull not detected Driver trying to abort merge Unable to abort merge [MC][UT] Unsafe 

AD 
MergeRequested 

Lever push detected (faulty) Any behaviour 
Merge confirmation initiated 

unwillingly [MC] 
Unsafe 

AD 
MergeRequested 

Lever push not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to continue merge confirmation 

[UT] 
Unsafe 

AD 
MergeReady 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver awaits acknowledgement Timeout to "AD Asking for ADàMD" Safe 

AD 
MergeReady 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver initiates sequence Completes merge confirmation Safe 

AD 
MergeReady 

AD available message not shown Driver awaits AD available Timeout to "AD MD Requested" Safe 

AD 
MergeReady 

AD available message not shown Driver completes merge confirmation Completes merge confirmation Safe 

AD 
MergeReady 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour 
Merge confirmation complete 

unwillingly [MC] 
Unsafe 

AD 
MergeReady 

Button push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "AD MD Requested" Safe 

AD 
MergeReady 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Any behaviour Merge denied to "AD MD Requested" Safe 

AD 
MergeReady 

Lever pull not detected Driver trying to abort merge Timeout to "AD Merge requested" Safe 

AD 
MergeReady 

Lever push not detected Driver trying to confirm merge Timeout to "AD Merge requested" Safe 

AD 
PerformMerge 

AD available message not shown Driver believes faulty AD unavailability Initiates ADàMD mode switch. [UT] Unsafe 

AD 
PerformMerge 

AD available message not shown Driver ignores faulty AD unavailability Stay in state "AD Platooning" Safe 

AD 
PerformMerge 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour 
No effect before 1st action. Stay in 

current state 
Safe 

AD 
PerformMerge 

Button push detected (faulty) Driver pulling lever Initiates ADàMD mode switch. [UT] Unsafe 

AD 
PerformMerge 

Button push not detected Any behaviour 
No effect before 1st action. Stay in 

current state 
Safe 
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AD 
PerformMerge 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Any behaviour 
Merge denied to "AD MD Requested". 

[MC] 
Unsafe 

AD 
PerformMerge 

Lever pull not detected Driver trying to abort merge 
Merge performed and continues "AD 

Platooning". [MC] 
Unsafe 

AD 
AskingForMD 

AD available message not shown Driver performs mode switch Continue ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
AskingForMD 

ADàMD asking not initiated Any behaviour Driver unaware of vehicle state [MC] Unsafe 

AD 
AskingForMD 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour Stay in current state Unsafe 

AD 
AskingForMD 

Button push not detected Any behaviour Unable to switch from ADàMD [MC] Unsafe 

AD 
AskingForMD 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Tries to complete sequence Continue ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
AskingForMD 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to switch from ADàMD 

[MC][UT] 
Unsafe 

AD 
MDRequested 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver awaits acknowledgement Timeout to "AD Asking for ADàMD" Safe 

AD 
MDRequested 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver initiates sequence Continue ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
MDRequested 

AD available message not shown Driver initiates sequence Continue ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
MDRequested 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to continue switch from 

ADàMD [MC][UT] 
Unsafe 

AD 
MDRequested 

Lever push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "AD Asking for ADàMD" Safe 

AD 
MDPrepared 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver awaits acknowledgement Timeout to "AD Asking for ADàMD" Safe 

AD 
MDPrepared 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver completes sequence Complete ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
MDPrepared 

AD available message not shown Driver completes sequence Complete ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
MDPrepared 

Button push detected (faulty) Not yet ready for mode switch 
Complete ADàMD mode switch 

[MC][UT] 
Unsafe 

AD 
MDPrepared 

Button push not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to switch from ADàMD 

[MC][UT] 
Unsafe 

AD 
MDPrepared 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to switch from ADàMD 

[MC][UT] 
Unsafe 

AD 
WarningMD 

AD available message not shown Driver initiates sequence Initiate ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
WarningMD 

ADàMD warning not initiated Any behaviour 
Driver unaware of vehicle state. 

Timeout to "AD àSafe state" [MC} 
Unsafe 

AD 
WarningMD 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour Timeout to "AD àSafe state" [UT] Unsafe 

AD 
WarningMD 

Button push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "AD àSafe state" [UT] Unsafe 

AD 
WarningMD 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Driver continues sequence Initiate ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
WarningMD 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "AD àSafe state" [UT] Unsafe 

AD 
SafeState 

AD available message not shown Driver ignores AD unavailability Stay in current state [UT] Unsafe 

AD 
SafeState 

ADàMD warning not initiated Any behaviour Driver unaware of vehicle state. [MC] Unsafe 

AD 
SafeState 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour Stay in current state [UT] Unsafe 

AD 
SafeState 

Button push detected (faulty) Performed lever pull ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
SafeState 

Button push not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to switch from ADàMD 

[MC][UT] 
Unsafe 

AD 
SafeState 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Tries to complete sequence ADàMD mode switch Safe 

AD 
SafeState 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to switch from ADàMD 

[MC][UT] 
Unsafe 
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Using this method; 35 potentially unsafe states were discovered, out of a total of 190 
combinations reviewed in the full rigorous analysis. The complete list of 190 combinations is 
presented in APPENDIX 1 Safe Transition Method - Rigorous. 

All events preventing the driver from being able to perform an ADàMD mode switch is by the 
SAE L1/L2 definition deemed unsafe since the driver is considered the final safe state of any 
given traffic situation. It can be argued that the state to which the vehicle would transition is 
not unsafe since the vehicle should be able to handle itself if it’s not a question of a scenario 
where the driver is being alerted to take control of the vehicle. Also, transitions initiated due to 
faulty inputs or from the driver reacting to faulty signals would often result in mode confusion. 
The critical states of warning the driver and finally the safe state, leading the vehicle via the 
least intrusive traffic manoeuvres to a stop, are by default considered unsafe meaning any 
actions that do not initiate a transfer from that state is considered unsafe. 

The main points that the analysis shows are that unregistered input from the driver or any faulty 
input (not knowingly provided by the driver) and if provided in a state where the input could 
have an effect, provides the biggest threat to safety. Provided the selected sequence (See page 
53) combining simultaneously operating a lever and a push-button together with timing-
requirements it is although improbable for a complete transition or confirmation to be entered 
by accident or through any faulty lever/button seeing how many individual controls need to be 
coordinated for actual effect. However, a transition sequence could be initiated if the HMI 
registers a faulty lever push or pull and if that faulty control action is provided long enough. 

Even if the faulty inputs only under extremely unlikely circumstances provide an unexpected 
switch between an MD and an AD mode; lack of the expected signals to the driver or a faulty 
lever push/pull initiating an unexpected mode switch immediately causes mode confusion. As 
discussed earlier, this should, in most cases, only result in encouraging the driver to take over 
control manual control of the vehicle. 

The most critical HMI component safety wise is the responsiveness of the controls involved in 
the mode switch/confirmation sequence; 

• Push/pull lever sensor 

• Push-button 

These controls always need to deliver as expected seeing that in almost all vehicle states a faulty 
input from the lever could lead to mode confusion and any missing intended input could make 
a mode switch or confirmation fail. These components, together with indicators for AD 
availability, should be given a high severity rating in an ASIL assignment seeing as them not 
functioning as expected, are the causes of most unsafe states found in the analysis. 
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5.3 Assessment	of	the	Applied	STPA	and	the	Safe	Transition	Method	

Similarities with STPA step 1 

• With the method used as in the analysis above it has a similarity to the rigorous method 
of STPA in setting up all possibilities and crossing off the ones that are not applicable 
and trying to work out possible hazardous scenarios where the possibility still exists. 

• Inclusion of faulty control actions and vehicle to the driver signals being sent in the 
analysis takes it closer to STPA in the sense of them being provided at the wrong time, 
wrong order, and so forth, similar to the aspects one looks at when finding UCAs. 

Differences with STPA step 1 

• With all of it performed in one step, it is difficult to think of every possible scenario 
(state/failure/behaviour combinations) with as little guidance as this. The method only 
considers failures of components and driver mistakes, while STPA tries to find more 
specific, harder to intuitively think of, hazardous scenarios. 

• The STPA method provides clear guidance through the process, trying to cover as many 
useful aspects of thought as possible to aid the team in the analysis. 

• STPA is a less specific method, easy to apply in analysing any system. 

• STPA provides traceability of each UCA/SC in each step or iteration of the analysis 
while this is more difficult seeing how to adapt to changes in the system 

• Faster results than STPA; provides results regarding unsafe scenarios as well as 
providing hints of requirements for the hardware components involved. 

• Directly identifies HMI scenarios as safe or unsafe, while the STPA results provide 
formulated specific safety constraints that can be applied to the system as requirements. 

• The STPA method uses another approach than only considering components failing and 
identifying the causes of consequences which is explicitly described as an old way of 
thinking in STPA literature [3]. This way of thinking first and foremost applies to more 
complex systems; however, which is why this method could be entirely sufficient for a 
system as straight-forward as this. 

• The STPA method can analyse any controlled process, allowing for step 2 of the 
analysis to investigate more layers of the architecture while the safe transition method 
only deals with HMI. This allows STPA, depending on how the control structure is 
designed and how the item is defined to possibly investigate more complex causes of 
failure in functionality. 

To adequately compare the two methods, STPA step 2 should be performed, completing the 
already provided step 1. This would give an STPA analysis view of the hardware aspect of HMI 
safety, which conclusions could provide more specific constraints to be implemented on the 
system. An issue with being able to perform step 2 of an STPA analysis is the need for a control 
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loop visualising the hardware involved from provided control action to driver feedback from 
the system. Providing a high-level control loop containing driver control actions available, 
possibly sensors of the hardware involved and feedback through signals given by the HMI could 
provide something complex enough to compare with the safe transition method. An analysis of 
this, a more complex system, could reveal other aspects of hardware-related issues leading to 
hazards than merely providing the consequences of component failure. The control loop would 
have to be mirrored to continue analysing the vehicle to the driver as well as the driver to vehicle 
STPA part 1. 
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6 Conclusions	
Looking at the current state of the automobile industry in order to abide by the safety regulations 
available when looking at functional safety which is in the form of the ISO26262 standard it 
becomes apparent that there are gaps when faces with autonomous and cooperative 
functionality. An extension or replacement is needed in order to handle this new type of vehicle 
and its interaction with others while only being available to a small degree; handling the gap 
between vehicles equipped with state-of-the-art technology and ones operated by manual 
drivers dominating the streets today. 

6.1 Discussion	

Similarly, the available official guidelines with the intent of presenting the preferred ways in 
which to interact with the vehicle controls safely appear dated. These guidelines, while not 
taking into consideration autonomous functionality, do not discuss critical functions such as the 
ones of mode switching, discussed in Section 4.3 "Design of HMI safety controller" in this 
thesis and concluded to be one of the most critical aspects to get right to avoid hazardous mode 
confusion. No guidelines on such a crucial function could allow manufacturers to fail to reach 
a consensus around these controls, risking vehicles to end up with vastly different HMI 
solutions in their final products. This lack of consensus in the industry could, ultimately, make 
it more difficult for today's everyday drivers to embrace this technology and feel confident to 
operate any vehicle. If this would become the case, a clear distinction between driving modes 
in all HMI aspects is needed to ensure confident drivers operating the vehicles, which is 
essential in all safety aspects. This distinct division of modes is especially crucial in the 
transition period towards fully autonomous vehicles and them taking a significant part of the 
market, predicted by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) to occur circa 
the year 2040 [36]. Several manufacturer predictions seem to agree that within two to five years 
highly automated, self-driving, cars should be available on the market [37][38][39][40]. This 
prognosis would leave a gap of 20 years in which the thesis research questions will need to be 
addressed. 

The transition period discussed above implies increasing levels of automation from the vehicles 
on the streets today which are achieving an SAE or NHTSA Level 2 (See Page 18) or partial 
automation, meaning the vehicle is capable of handling both steering and 
acceleration/deceleration on its own, but monitoring and final safety responsibility lies on the 
driver. This increase is likely to continue until the year 2040, also when a significant part of all 
vehicles is believed to be automated, predicted SEA Level 5 and NHTSA Level 3-4’s full 
automation with the system itself able to handle all driving modes and safety monitoring. Each 
level presents their unique challenges in HMI, for example; increasing the own safety 
monitoring functionality of the vehicle requires development towards displaying what is 
analysed by the vehicle’s sensors then translating and presenting the information to the driver 
to assure the driver and passengers of safety to avoid unfair transitions. Some may deem HMI 
unnecessary when approaching full automation but, in my opinion, not informing the people 
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travelling in the car of information about its perceived surroundings sounds alarming and before 
achieving reliable full automation there should be no question that the HMI plays a very crucial 
role until vehicle systems are able to handle all driving modes. 

The addition of cooperative functionality to modern vehicles also encourages this way of 
thinking, creating new possibilities of presenting the vehicles’ image of the current traffic 
situation. This view of the vehicle’s intent would allow the driver to take part of, for example, 
the road being travelled with a graphic representation of vehicles broadcasting V2V information 
containing among other things current velocity, heading and intentions (if their intended 
destination is available). This approach would allow the driver to compare the reality around 
them with this perceived reality from the vehicle’s point of view and deem the situation as safe 
if the information presented appears to concur with how the vehicle acts in a situation. 

Safety and security will almost certainly be peoples' most significant concerns in this new area 
of the automotive industry to convince the public that the technology can be trusted and the first 
vehicles on the roads need to be and feel safe for today's drivers to embrace it. With the 
introduction of automated subway systems, followed by trams, commuter trains and now self-
driving buses becoming a reality in some parts of the world [41] people are being introduced to 
the possibilities of autonomous cooperative driving in larger cities. The next logical step, a taxi 
service, is also planned to be implemented in ten cities by the year 2020 [42]. This introduction 
could prove useful, allowing citizens to see these types of systems operating. Beginning with 
the metro, being the most controlled environment, and then moving towards less and less 
controlled environments with automated buses operating alongside regular traffic, there is an 
opportunity for people to see that the technology works which could loosen the idea of a similar 
system in a majority of cars in the future for those who have safety concerns. 

The thesis work ended up being distinctly split between the GCDC safety analysis work and 
the HMI-focused part since the HMI was severely undeveloped at the time of the initial analysis. 
This divide resulted in perhaps a more significant gap between the case study, and the 
continuation of the thesis, then one would have preferred when the thesis work started. This 
problem ended up slowing down the thesis work for some time before the more HMI-related 
work got on track and ended up providing the more cohesive results of the thesis. 

Given the time constraints stemming from the GCDC competition safety deadlines and the item 
definition having to be in place given a not yet fully developed cooperative driving module, but 
a work still in progress, the final results of the causal analysis felt a bit rushed and repetitive. 
This was especially the case of the STPA step 2 causal analyses, making the HMI results 
somewhat difficult to continue building on initially. On the other hand, this opened up 
opportunities making the research results less specific for the RCV and more applicable to any 
vehicle. The iterative work performed together with the developing team, and the process of 
providing safety workshops did, however, provide the team with some aspects of the 
functionality that seemed not to have been discussed in development. KTH participation 
resulted in third place in the 2016 edition of the GCDC competition. The question of the GCDC 
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organization’s review of the safety work performed could also be addressed, seeing that they 
have some incentive of seeing many participating vehicles. 

The techniques used for the safety analysis was comprehensive with STPA providing good 
literature to study and involving the team from the beginning allowed everyone involved to 
understand the method and its philosophy. The second “Safe Transition Method” compared 
with STPA in Section 5.2 is new and could require further development to be easily applicable 
when performing this type of analysis, it also had to be modified to suit the lower levels of 
automation seeing the original paper discussed only fully automated vehicles.  

Furthermore, it is my opinion that the lower levels of automation analysed in this thesis inject 
the problem of confusion between the driver and the vehicle's automation. Informing the driver 
that the vehicle is capable of handling manoeuvring traffic on its own while letting them know 
that they also function as the system safe state is inherently ambiguous. Perhaps these levels 
need to exist to reach reliable versions of the higher levels of automation in vehicles, but it 
seems they present their own unique set of problems due to the apparent mode confusion issue. 
Due to this issue, one could argue that the safest and most efficient way forward would be to 
not put existing resources into developing the lower levels of "semi-automation" but focus all 
efforts toward systems which handle the safety-critical aspects of driving as well. And for these 
higher levels of automation to be reached, cooperative driving is a key component. 
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6.2 Future	Work	

The analysis conducted for GCDC was accepted by the organisers and provided the team with 
another valuable chance to oversee the system during item definition and later the safety 
workshops. However, the development of HMI aspects was not prioritised leading up to 
competition, providing little in the form of conclusions about safe HMI resulting in highlighting 
of the need for further research into HMI in general. This lack proved useful to provide insight 
into the lack of guidelines in this area, allowing the development of a suggestion for a safe 
transition method. The hazards shown were firmly related to the driver feeling confident about 
the vehicle’s operating ability in AD mode and the clear distinction of the current vehicle mode 
of control. Providing this is in place, together with a sequence of controls for the transition of 
control between AD and MD modes which is sufficiently complex not to be entered accidentally 
and simple enough for the driver to handle at any time when travelling in the car, a basis for 
safe HMI would be achieved. Coordinating HMI in these types of vehicles through something 
similar to the available guidelines for HMI in cars, which relevant aspects are reviewed in 
Section 0 “Current HMI Guidelines”, is essential for cohesion in the automotive industry. 

The map summarising the states available in each scenario, when not assuming a manual driver 
as a safe state, presented some contradictory situations. The potential transition of control when 
close to or in an intersection with other cooperative autonomous vehicles a safer idea could be 
to lock the driver out during situations where there could prove difficult for the cars involved 
to react in time when one is transitioning from AD to MD. With this lockout, it would not be a 
pure SAE L1-L2 vehicle but involving temporary moments of full autonomy could prove not 
only a safer solution but simplifying being able to provide the intended increase in traffic flow 
efficiency, the intersections being points in traffic where congestion often occurs.   

The states of transition between AD and MD when the control is being transferred, locking 
either state, requires further investigation. How all vehicle controls, especially the ones used in 
manual driving mode, react during this period as to instil confidence in the driver of the vehicle 
that the car is taking control is an important question. Something along the lines of pedals and 
steering wheel continuing to move with the actions being taken as far as management of the 
vehicle and somewhat resisting driver manual input on these controls would be an idea. This 
impact on physical controls together with correct visual presentation of a transition into AD 
mode, gradually changing the colour theme as suggested in Section 4.1 “Manual/Autonomous 
Visualization” of this thesis timed with providing the sluggish physical vehicle controls, should 
allow the driver to trust the vehicle while it’s locking vehicle state as AD. 

Since the safe transition method [1][6], even though closely resembling a hazard analysis 
(HAZOP, STPA step 1) that should be provided in the earlier part of the ISO26262 concept 
phase, it does involve failure of hardware directly as opposed to STPA step 1. To adequately 
compare the two methods, one should perform the analyses on a more comprehensive item 
definition and complete both steps of the STPA analysis to compare an actual causal analysis 
with this new method. The conclusions of this comparison might be interesting to see in order 
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to observe how these “fast” findings using the safe transition method compare with the more 
rigorous work performed using the complete STPA method.  

The adaptation of the Safe Transition Method highlighted certain states in the transition map 
requiring more work when analysing vehicles at lower levels of automation, for example, driver 
warnings and how to address driver unresponsiveness. STPA, however, should prove suitable 
for the task of analysing similar systems and will likely become more apparent in the automotive 
industry as complexity levels continue to increase.  

The issue of alerting the driver, both when “asking” and when more aggressively “warning”, is 
an important issue to address with low levels of vehicle automation. It is my opinion that driver 
monitoring, perhaps in the form of continuous driver feedback, is crucial to traffic safety until 
the higher levels of automation are reached. Questions that need to be answered is how to ensure 
driver alertness and how this can be effective but not too intrusive. The different options of 
alerting the driver include visual and auditory, which is today’s standard, but also haptics via 
the driver seat or via something similar to a smartwatch.  

As wearable technology continues to evolve, recently having been introduced on the market in 
the form of smartwatches, the possibilities discussed in Section 2.3 “Driver as a Threat” of 
using it for driver monitoring is an exciting possibility. As the levels of automation continue to 
increase their need could perhaps lessen, but in the interim period before full automation is a 
reality and the drivers still are responsible for safety aspects of driving it could prove useful. 
Integrating this type of technology also provides a new way of getting the drivers attention in 
vehicle states where this is required in the form of vibration to the wrist. These solutions could 
also be obligatory for driving a vehicle with lower levels of automation and come paired with 
the car, perhaps while also functioning as the key to entering and starting the vehicle. 

Some guidelines on entering control sequences were provided and investigated in Section 2.4.3 
“Interaction with Displays and Controls” with recommendation on how long they should be 
allowed to demand the focus of the driver. These guidelines suggest around 2 seconds for an 
input sequence. However, they assume that the driver needs to take his attention away from the 
road while performing the input, which is not the case when using the suggested dashboard 
HMI and tactile controls on the steering wheel. None of these suggestions, however, deal with 
something as crucial as handing over the control of the vehicle. The sequence suggested in 
Section 4.2.1.2 “Transition Sequence Conclusions” does provide reasons for why it should be 
a safe way of mode switching, combining different types of sequence input thinking in order 
not to be too complex to handle but still not allowing for accidental input. However, the exact 
timing of the sequence and its timeouts, resulting in a transfer back to a previous state or a 
driver attention-seeking state is not specified. The optimal length for each input of the sequence 
needs to be investigated further to provide the most natural feeling when switching driving 
modes or confirming an AD suggested manoeuvre.  

The most significant limitation of the study lies in the specific traffic situations being 
investigated, of course moving towards any thinkable traffic situation presents another type of 
challenge but analysing specific situations allows for insight and can be grasped and mapped 
more precisely. This allows for good insight when continuing the work towards developing 
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HMI aspects in general. Another area which would require further analysis is not assuming all 
V2X communication as correct, which could jeopardise cooperative functionality severely. 
Given that the assumptions limited the study, the HMI work is still relevant to any vehicle 
operating at the same level of automation and requiring confirmations from the driver in certain 
situations. This thanks to the undeveloped HMI aspects of the RCV, providing the opportunity 
to take a more general approach to enhancements of the item definition.  
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8 APPENDIX 1 Safe Transition Method - Rigorous 

State HMI component failure Driver behaviour Consequence Safety 
result 

MD 
Normal drive 

Acknowledgement not shown N/A  Safe 

MD 
Normal drive Acknowledgement shown (faulty) *   

MD 
Normal drive 

AD available message not shown N/A  Safe 

MD 
Normal drive 

AD available message shown (faulty) Driver attempts MD->AD switch 
Does not work, stays in MD Normal drive. 

Mode confusion. 
Unsafe 

MD 
Normal drive 

AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

MD 
Normal drive AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

MD 
Normal drive 

AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

MD 
Normal drive 

AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

MD 
Normal drive 

Button push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

MD 
Normal drive Button push not detected N/A  Safe 

MD 
Normal drive 

Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

MD 
Normal drive 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

MD 
Normal drive 

Lever pull detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

MD 
Normal drive Lever pull not detected N/A  Safe 

MD 
Normal drive 

Lever push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

MD 
Normal drive 

Lever push not detected N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD available 

Acknowledgement not shown N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD available Acknowledgement shown (faulty) *   

MD 
AD available 

AD available message not shown Driver awaits AD available Stay in current state Safe 

MD 
AD available 

AD available message not shown Driver performs mode switch Initiate MD->AD mode switch Safe 

MD 
AD available 

AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD available AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

MD 
AD available 

AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD available 

AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

MD 
AD available 

AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD available Button push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD available 

Button push not detected N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD available 

Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD available 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

MD 
AD available Lever pull detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD available 

Lever pull not detected N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD available 

Lever push detected (faulty) Driver completes sequence Initiate MD->AD mode switch Safe 

MD 
AD available 

Lever push detected (faulty) Driver does nothing Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
AD available Lever push not detected Any behaviour Stay in current state Safe 

MD 
AD requested 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver awaits acknowledgement Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
AD requested 

Acknowledgement shown (faulty) 
Driver misses timing of sequence because 

of early false acknowledgement 
Timeout to "MD AD Available". Mode 

confusion. 
Unsafe 
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MD 
AD requested AD available message not shown Driver awaits AD available Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
AD requested 

AD available message not shown Driver performs mode switch Continue MD->AD mode switch Safe 

MD 
AD requested 

AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD requested 

AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

MD 
AD requested AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD requested 

AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

MD 
AD requested 

AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD requested 

Button push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD requested Button push not detected N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD requested 

Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD requested 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

MD 
AD requested 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Driver not intending to abort mode switch Timeout to "MD AD Available". Mode 
confusion. 

Unsafe 

MD 
AD requested Lever pull not detected Driver intending to abort mode switch Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
AD requested 

Lever push detected (faulty) Not yet ready for mode switch Continue MD->AD mode switch Safe 

MD 
AD requested 

Lever push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
AD prepared 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver awaits acknowledgement Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
AD prepared Acknowledgement not shown Driver completes sequence Complete MD->AD mode switch Safe 

MD 
AD prepared 

Acknowledgement shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD prepared 

AD available message not shown Driver awaits AD available Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
AD prepared 

AD available message not shown Driver performs mode switch Complete MD->AD mode switch Safe 

MD 
AD prepared AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD prepared 

AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

MD 
AD prepared 

AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD prepared 

AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

MD 
AD prepared AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD prepared 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour Complete MD->AD mode switch Safe 

MD 
AD prepared 

Button push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
AD prepared 

Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

MD 
AD prepared Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

MD 
AD prepared 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Not intending to cancel sequence Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
AD prepared 

Lever pull not detected Intending to cancel sequence Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

MD 
AD prepared 

Lever push detected (faulty) Not yet ready for mode switch Complete MD->AD mode switch Unsafe 

MD 
AD prepared Lever push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "MD AD Available" Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

Acknowledgement not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

Acknowledgement shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Platooning 

AD available message not shown Driver believes faulty AD unavailability Initiates AD->MD mode switch. Unfair 
transition. 

Unsafe 

AD 
Platooning AD available message not shown Driver ignores faulty AD unavailability Stay in state "AD Platooning". Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   
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AD 
Platooning AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
Platooning 

AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

Button push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Platooning Button push not detected N/A  Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Platooning 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Driver initiates sequence Initiate switch from AD->MD. Timeout: stay in 
state "AD Platooning". 

Safe 

AD 
Platooning Lever pull detected (faulty) Driver ignores faulty lever pull signal Timeout: stay in state "AD Platooning". Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to initiate switch from AD->MD. Stay 

in state "AD Platooning". 
Unsafe 

AD 
Platooning 

Lever push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Platooning 

Lever push not detected N/A  Safe 

AD 
Align/adapt Acknowledgement not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Align/adapt 

Acknowledgement shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Align/adapt 

AD available message not shown Driver performs mode switch AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
Align/adapt 

AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Align/adapt AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
Align/adapt 

AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Align/adapt 

AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
Align/adapt 

AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Align/adapt Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour Stay in current state Safe 

AD 
Align/adapt 

Button push not detected Any behaviour Unable to switch from AD->MD Unsafe 

AD 
Align/adapt 

Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Align/adapt 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Align/adapt Lever pull detected (faulty) Tries to complete sequence AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
Align/adapt 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour Unable to switch from AD->MD Unsafe 

AD 
Align/adapt 

Lever push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Align/adapt 

Lever push not detected N/A  Safe 

AD 
Merge req. Acknowledgement not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Merge req. 

Acknowledgement shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Merge req. 

AD available message not shown Driver ignores AD unavailability Initiates merge confirmation Safe 

AD 
Merge req. 

AD available message not shown Driver believes faulty AD unavailability Initiates AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
Merge req. AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Merge req. 

AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
Merge req. 

AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Merge req. 

AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
Merge req. AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Merge req. 

Button push detected (faulty) Driver pulling lever 
Initiates merge confirmation. Unfair 

transition. 
Unsafe 

AD 
Merge req. 

Button push not detected Any behaviour 
No effect before 1st action. Stay in current 

state 
Safe 
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AD 
Merge req. Confirm request not shown Any behaviour 

No effect before 1st action. Stay in current 
state Safe 

AD 
Merge req. 

Confirm request shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Merge req. 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Merge confirmation sequence aborted 
Merge denied to "AD MD Requested". Mode 

confusion. 
Unsafe 

AD 
Merge req. 

Lever pull not detected Driver trying to abort merge Unable to abort merge Unsafe 

AD 
Merge req. Lever push detected (faulty) Any behaviour 

Merge confirmation initiated unwillingly. 
Mode confusion. Unsafe 

AD 
Merge req. 

Lever push not detected Any behaviour 
Unable to continue merge confirmation. 

Unfair transition. 
Unsafe 

AD 
Merge ready 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver awaits acknowledgement Timeout to "AD Asking for AD->MD" Safe 

AD 
Merge ready 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver initiates sequence Completes merge confirmation Safe 

AD 
Merge ready Acknowledgement shown (faulty) N/A   

AD 
Merge ready 

AD available message not shown Driver awaits AD available Timeout to "AD MD Requested" Safe 

AD 
Merge ready 

AD available message not shown Driver completes merge confirmation Completes merge confirmation Safe 

AD 
Merge ready 

AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Merge ready AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
Merge ready 

AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Merge ready 

AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
Merge ready 

AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Merge ready Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour 

Merge confirmation complete unwillingly. 
Mode confusion. Unsafe 

AD 
Merge ready 

Button push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "AD MD Requested" Safe 

AD 
Merge ready 

Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Merge ready 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Merge ready Lever pull detected (faulty) Any behaviour Merge denied to "AD MD Requested". Safe 

AD 
Merge ready 

Lever pull not detected Driver trying to abort merge Timeout to "AD Merge requested". Safe 

AD 
Merge ready 

Lever push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Merge ready 

Lever push not detected Driver trying to confirm merge Timeout to "AD Merge requested". Safe 

AD 
Perform merge Acknowledgement not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Perform merge 

Acknowledgement shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Perform merge 

AD available message not shown Driver believes faulty AD unavailability 
Initiates AD->MD mode switch. Unfair 

transition. 
Unsafe 

AD 
Perform merge 

AD available message not shown Driver ignores faulty AD unavailability Stay in state "AD Platooning". Safe 

AD 
Perform merge AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Perform merge 

AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
Perform merge 

AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Perform merge 

AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
Perform merge AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Perform merge 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour 
No effect before 1st action. Stay in current 

state 
 

AD 
Perform merge 

Button push detected (faulty) Driver pulling lever 
Initiates AD->MD mode switch. Unfair 

transition. 
Unsafe 

AD 
Perform merge 

Button push not detected Any behaviour No effect before 1st action. Stay in current 
state 

Safe 

AD 
Perform merge Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Perform merge 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Perform merge 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Any behaviour 
Merge denied to "AD MD Requested". Mode 

confusion. 
Unsafe 
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AD 
Perform merge Lever pull not detected Driver trying to abort merge 

Merge performed and continues "AD 
Platooning". Mode confusion Unsafe 

AD 
Perform merge 

Lever push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Perform merge 

Lever push not detected N/A  Safe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

Acknowledgement not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD Acknowledgement shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

AD available message not shown Driver performs mode switch Continue AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD AD->MD asking not initiated Any behaviour Driver unaware of vehicle state Unsafe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour Stay in current state Unsafe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD Button push not detected Any behaviour Unable to switch from AD->MD Unsafe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Tries to complete sequence Continue AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD Lever pull not detected Any behaviour Unable to switch from AD->MD Unsafe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

Lever push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Asking AD->MD 

Lever push not detected N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD requested 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver awaits acknowledgement Timeout to "AD Asking for AD->MD" Safe 

AD 
MD requested Acknowledgement not shown Driver initiates sequence Continue AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
MD requested 

Acknowledgement shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD requested 

AD available message not shown Driver initiates sequence Continue AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
MD requested 

AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD requested AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
MD requested 

AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD requested 

AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
MD requested 

AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD requested Button push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD requested 

Button push not detected N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD requested 

Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD requested 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

AD 
MD requested Lever pull detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD requested 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour Unable to continue switch from AD->MD Unsafe 

AD 
MD requested 

Lever push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD requested 

Lever push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "AD Asking for AD->MD" Safe 

AD 
MD prepared Acknowledgement not shown Driver awaits acknowledgement Timeout to "AD Asking for AD->MD" Safe 

AD 
MD prepared 

Acknowledgement not shown Driver completes sequence Complete AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
MD prepared 

Acknowledgement shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 
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AD 
MD prepared AD available message not shown Driver completes sequence Complete AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
MD prepared 

AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD prepared 

AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
MD prepared 

AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD prepared AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
MD prepared 

AD->MD warning not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD prepared 

Button push detected (faulty) Not yet ready for mode switch Complete AD->MD mode switch Unsafe 

AD 
MD prepared 

Button push not detected Any behaviour Unable to switch from AD->MD Unsafe 

AD 
MD prepared Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD prepared 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

AD 
MD prepared 

Lever pull detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD prepared 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour Unable to switch from AD->MD Unsafe 

AD 
MD prepared Lever push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
MD prepared 

Lever push not detected N/A  Safe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

Acknowledgement not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

Acknowledgement shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Warn AD->MD AD available message not shown Driver initiates sequence Initiate AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

AD->MD warning not initiated Any behaviour 
Driver unaware of vehicle state. Timeout to 

"AD ->Safe state" 
Unsafe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour Timeout to "AD ->Safe state" Unsafe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

Button push not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "AD ->Safe state" Unsafe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

Lever pull detected (faulty) Driver continues sequence Initiate AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour Timeout to "AD ->Safe state" Unsafe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD Lever push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
Warn AD->MD 

Lever push not detected N/A  Safe 

AD 
->Safe state 

Acknowledgement not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
->Safe state 

Acknowledgement shown (faulty) *   

AD 
->Safe state AD available message not shown Driver ignores AD unavailability Stay in current state Unsafe 

AD 
->Safe state 

AD available message shown (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
->Safe state 

AD->MD asking initiated (faulty) *   

AD 
->Safe state 

AD->MD asking not initiated N/A  Safe 

AD 
->Safe state AD->MD warning initiated (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
->Safe state 

AD->MD warning not initiated Any behaviour Driver unaware of vehicle state Unsafe 

AD 
->Safe state 

Button push detected (faulty) Any behaviour Stay in current state Unsafe 
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AD 
->Safe state Button push detected (faulty) Performed lever pull AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
->Safe state 

Button push not detected Any behaviour Unable to switch from AD->MD Unsafe 

AD 
->Safe state 

Confirm request not shown N/A  Safe 

AD 
->Safe state 

Confirm request shown (faulty) *   

AD 
->Safe state Lever pull detected (faulty) Tries to complete sequence AD->MD mode switch Safe 

AD 
->Safe state 

Lever pull not detected Any behaviour Unable to switch from AD->MD Unsafe 

AD 
->Safe state 

Lever push detected (faulty) N/A  Safe 

AD 
->Safe state 

Lever push not detected N/A  Safe 
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